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X
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Chicago, March 24. Tired of try- REPUBLICAN
BOSS
WINS
enation
of
the affections of the now the Camfield hotel.
Hart is Caught
X
have such inspection by a capable ing to learn lessons that would not
Conductor W. L. Robinson of X
Investigation disCOMPLETE LEGAL VICTORY X
Hart was caught the following day
who was crushed be- - X Mrs. Hoops, who before she obtained closed the hair in the place mentioned
person during the progress of the stay in his head, William Shiel, the
Cerrillos,
March
24. Attorneys X tween two cars at the coal St a divorce, was Mrs. Harden.
Cincinnati,
d
and it was done up in a package one on train No. 3 at Las Vegas. About
''son of a Lake Forest
work, that it would Beera reasonably
foot square and sent to its owner. The a month afterwards Miller and Grimes
certain that they would be willing to contractor, last night killed himself for George B. Cox won a complete vie X camp of Madrid, thirty miles X
couple stopped in Greeley a week ago were also caught in OgdenrTJtah.
pay each his share of the compensa- with a revolver, a gift from his father, tory in a fight that has been waged X south of here, yesterday, died X SEPTUAGENARIAN IS CUTTING
In three courts here during the las) X
A NEW MOLAR. and left hurriedly. The hair consistWanted Beer.
tion and expenses of your inspector in
today at the Albuquerque hos-- X
four days, when the circuit court tem X pital. His funeral will be in X Greeley, Colo., March 24. Although ed of two heavy switches, a large mass Grimes had been arrested as a susproportion to the time required for NO CHOICE AS YET FOR
each project and possibly in proporSENATOR AT DENVER. porarily enjoined Judge Frank M. Gor X charge of the Masons at Cer- - X he is 77 years old and proud posses- of fluffy brown curls and a contrap- pected
for he Is said to
tion to its size and cost. The Inter- - Denver, Colo., March 24. There was man of the criminal branch of the com X rillos. A wife and several X sor of a white beard, Henry J. Bexfield tion or two the identity of which is have "looked tha part."
Miller ut-'
no election in today's senatorial bal mon pleas court from proceeding in X children survive him.
X of this city, is cutting a tooth a third still in doubt among the men who saw
them.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
lot
molar.
(Continued on Page Eight)
trying Cox on the charge of perjury;
XXXXXXXXXXXXXSX

The following were the land entries
at the local land office yesterday.!
Ora P. Hester, Grant; Juan Vigil,
Wagon Mound; Reese Beddow, Gallup; Charles A. Dilley, Willard;
Lopez, Santa Fe; Porfirio Anaya,
Pastura; Margarito Lucero, Pintada;
William A. Moore, Vaughn.

o

El Paso, Tex., March 24. The activ-ity of Mexican troops at Juarez was
continued today, sentries having been
doubled last night in expectation of an
th insmrivftns.
whn a
ot0ir
known to be near the ciy.

1
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We Hav

Sweet Peas Seeds
Bulk and Packages
SBB3SB3HI

25 Varieties.

ffHEDIIILY

MARCH 17th THE DAY TO PLANT THEM

WW

rocery to.

Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe.

4a

No.

Telephone

saddle in his possession tnat he had
LOCAL FIBH WILL CONTINUE
"appropriated" from the place of E.
R. Manning at Raton.
man
The
gave
VALUABLE AGENCY
aK sorts of explanations as to how
the property happened to be in his
The Capital Pharmacy of this city
possession, stating fiat he had pur- has Just closed a deal whereby they
chased it from a business firm in Trin- will continue to be agents for ZEMO
idad.
The stolen property was rec-the well known remedy for Eczema,
ognized, however, as belonging to iDandruff, and all diseases of the skin
Mr. Manning and the qualified candi
scalp.
date for the Ananius club called before
The extraordinaryleap that this
Justice Bayne, who refused to have clean
for
liquid external treatment
forward
the man's straight
prevari- skin affections has made into
public
curcating "saddled" upon him. The
favor in the last few years proves its
tain rings down on the concluding act wonderful curative
properties and
with the villian in custody and Miss
makes it indeed a valuable addition to
of
her
Arline Manning in possession
the fine stock of remedial agents carfavorite saddle. Raton Range.
ried
by the Capital Pharmacy.
Thieves Break Into Two Houses-Thie- ves
have a limited supply of samhousThey
the
into
broke
recently
es of Frank McCabe and R. McLelland ples. One of which will be given free
BOUND
several miles east of Moriarty, Tor- to any skin sufferer who wishes to
A
rance county, taking dishes, bedding test the merit of the medicine.
booklet "How To Preserve the Skin,"
and other articles.
Blessed Be Nothing.
Conductor Crushed A special train will also be given to those interested.
We don't
Now, blessed be nothing!
reached
Albuquerque at 3 o'clock yeshave to dust it;
afternoon
taking W. L. Robin- kets, or nothing beneath their heads.
terday
It never wears out; the dampness
son, of Cerrillos, a freight conductor Some gave up the weary ghost as we
can't rust it;
on the Madrid branch of the Santa Fe
It needs neither floor space nor room railway, to the company's hospital. passed by. All were suffering keenly and needing ordinary attention.
on a shelf;
Robinson may die as a result of in- To be there
and imposuch
the
house
in
takes
else
Naught
juries received in .Madrid, southern tent to help, nearly broke our hearts.
care of itself.
Santa Fe county yesterday morning. Bending down over bandaged faces
He was caught between two cars in
It will not get broken; we don't have making a coupling and his abdomen stiff with blood and thick with flies,
did we see or hear of the obto mend it;
and hips terribly crushed. According nothing
of
our
search."
ject
Children can't scratch it, and servants to railwey men, who accompanied
bend
was
can't
it;
placing aj
him, a freight crew
The poorest of all need not be without car on a siding and Conductor Robin-- , u. s. GRAND JURY AT
ALBUQUERQUE ADJOURN.
son attempted to make a coupling. In
it;
There's never a rule that one must some manner, he fell between the
He was Joaquin Lozano Acquitted of Charge
know about it,
couplers and was crushed.
of Breaking Into Santa .Fe
placed on a special train and record
It's price .never rises it's always in peed was made to Albuquerque. Rob
Freight Car.
inson has a wife and several
season;
You may hate it, or love it without
Albuquerque, N. M., March 24. In
his maiden case in the district court,
rhyme or reason.
Attorney Raymond B. Ryan was yesUnless you say? Ah, there you mis- NEAR VIEW OF
THE HORRORS OF WAR. terday successful in securing a ver
take!
dict of acquittal for his client, Joa-- ;
For all minor ills 'tis the best drug
Loved One Among the quin Lozano, a native of Old Mexico.
a
for
Looking
to take;
Wounded in Temporary Hospitals
Lozano was indicted by the federal
Richmond.
grand jury on a charge of entering a
It's the right repartee to an illustrated

A SPLENDID TONIC.
Cora, Ky. Mrs. Iva Moore, of this
place, says: "I was so weak, I could
hardly walk. I tried Cardui, and was
greatly relieved. It Is a splendid tonic. I have recommended Cardui to
many friends, who tried it with good
results." Testimony like this comes
unsolicited, from thousands of earnest
women, who have been benefited by
the timely use of that successful tonic
medicine, Cardui. Purely vegetable,
miid, but reliable, Cardui well merits
its high place in the esteem of those
who have tried it. It relieves women's pains, and strengthens weak
women. It is certainly worth a trial.
Your druggist sells Cardui.

THE LITTLE STORE

W inter

FR

Groceries and Delacatessen

CREAM PUFFS, BREAD, ETC

FRESH CAKES

FRESH PIES

EVERY DAY
SMOKED BLOATERS FOR LENTEN OBSERVERS
IMPORTED OLIVE OIL

ins 65c

12 ins by 32

it

sneer;
The healthiest drink except water
LIBERAL DISCOUNT
clear.
When weary
So, blessed he nothing!
DOZ. LOTS
IN
and
sad,
Pennants and Pillow Covers for schools,
It oft seems that nothing can make
Auto Pennants
colleges and homes.
the heart glad.
Tudor Jenks.
For sale in curio, dry goods, stationery
1- -2

436 CanonRoad

Made in Santa Fe by

Material and workmanship the best.

and variety stores.

FRANK F. GORMLEY,

WholssaSc

PhoneBik

6619

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

&

POTATOES and

SALT.

Retail

Sole Agents For
INTERNATIONAL STOCK

FOOD.

All Kinds of Flowers and
ALFALFA SEED
Garden and Field Seeds in Bulk and Package.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

SEES 45

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE

LEO HERSCH

28545

EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material

YARD ON EICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

THOMAS P. DELGADO, Mgr.

Phone Black

Plumbing, Heating
-:
and Repairing

109.

:-

CUT FLOWER- SROSES. CARNATIONS, NARCISSUS, DAFFODILS
SWEET PEAS,
WEDDING

BOUQUETS,

TABLE

THE CLARENDON

VIOLETS, HYACINTHS

DECORATIONS,

GARDEN

FUNERAL

::

::

DESIGNS.

R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.

Phone Black

Constable Jose

12.

bootleggers to exist, was defeated in
the house by the machine Democrats.
A motion to lay the measure on the
24. The table prevailed bj a vote of 30 to J 6,
March
Denver, Colo.,
search and seizure bill that aimed to several memo era who were su iposcd
enforce the local option law In every to be in favor of the bill remaining
respect, and make it impossible for away from the houae chamber.
DEMOCRATIC MAJORITY
FAVORS BOOTLEGGERS.

ed on an order from the justice court,
freeing him from guilt on the charge
of having killed Jacob Casados
last
Saturday, has been rearrested on a
bench warrant and reincarcerated ft
the county jail pending a hearing.
Marriage Licenses The following
marriage licenses were granted at
Raton: Guadalupe Martinez and
Leal, of Dawson; Jose E. Fer
nandez and Refugio Martinez of
Sweetwater; Bonifacio Moya and An
nie Johnson of Cimarron; Jose Ruis
and Carlota Madrid, of Vanhouten.
Rebuilding the Tipple Preparations
are being made at Dawson, Colfax
county, for rebuilding the tipples be
tween mines Nos. 1 and 2, which were
The
destroyed last week by fire.
loss of the tipple has caused the un
per mine to be temporarily closed.
awaiting the building of the new structure which will be much larger and

more substantially built than the
one destroyed by fire.
Came Near Drowning F. A. Thomp
son, of the E. H. Williams and Com
pany came near drowning Sunday
at the Haynes Pool at Roswell where
he and his friends were spending a
few hours.
While in the water he
was seized with cramps and had gone
down three times when M. J. Mc
Donald grabbed him and held him
above water until help could be got
ten from the boys on the bank.
Mr.
Williams was in seven feet of water.
Hunts Gasoline With a Match
Bruno H. Totzek, Mr. and Mrs
Percy Evans and Mrs. Roy H. Mook
had just driven Into the Cummins
Garage the other evening to find out
why their lights would not burn when
Mr. Totzek smelled gasoline, and in
trying to locate the leak with
when
match, took quite a
Ibree-foo- t
blaze struck out. In the
endeaveor to put it out M. Evans
spoiled a Sunday hat, and Mrs. Totzek spoiled a blanket. The blaze was
extinguished by hand chemicals.
Roswell Register Tribune.
Gertrude Nunn of Roswell Killed
T. H. Nunn and his daughter, Mrs,
P. J. Staggs of Roswell received word
that their daughter and sister Mis3
Gertrude Nunn, had been killed'by an
auto in Los Angeles where she has
been in college. No details have been
learned. Mrs. Staggs left for Los
The
Angeles to attend the funeral.
young lady who was killed left two
years ago, after a residence of five
She was living
years in Roswell.
with her brothers and attending a college at Los Angeles.
A Shifting of Saddles
A tragedy ia
two acts, wherein one Martin Brundid-g- e
of Raton sinned and retributive
justice came with one full swoop,
happened between the hours of midnight and 10 o'clock when the aforesaid was taken before the grand jury
at Raton to await a hearing on the
charge of having attemped to escape
the officers of Raton with a stolen
saddle on his back.
Brundidge was
caught by the officers shortly after
midnight while attempting to board
the blind baggage of No. 2 with a
set-bac- k

Santa Fe Plumbing House
Corner Water & Galisteo Sts.

Montoya Rearrested

C. Montoya of Raton, who was releas-

We had come to the end of May,
when the eyes of the whole contin
ent turned toward Richmond," says
an article of reminiscences in the
April Scribners. "On the 31st, John- ton assaulted the Federals who had
been advanced to Seven Pines.
It
was so near that the first guns sent
our hearts into our mouths, like a
sudden loud knocking at one's door
at night.
The women left in Rich
mond had, with a few exceptions, husbands, fathers, sons, and brothers in
the fight. I have never seen a finer
exhibition of calm courage than they
showed in this baptism of fire.
No
one wept or moaned aloud.
All went
about their tasks of preparing for the
wounded, making bandages, scraping
lint, improvising beds. Night brought
lull in the frightful cannonading.
We threw ourselves dressed upon our
beds to get a little rest before the
morrow.

Our beautiful lines for Spring repre-

sent the most complete assortment
of choicest White Frabrics both
fancy and plain. We show the best
of everything for Waists, Gowns,
Undermuslins Childrens wear etc.
India Linons

A

Batiste

HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING

P.O.

;

Voile

Great Array of Dainty Materials Temptingly Priced

FOR

Santa Fe merchandise car. The court

discharged yesterday afternoon after
working for four days. But little buai- ness was considered by the grand
jury and the session of court was an
"nusuany snort one.

Persian Lawns
Long Cloth
Flaxon

Dotted Swisses
Nainsook
Poplin
Dimity

d

appointed young Ryan to defend Lo- zano, who was unable to employ coun- sel. The case for the United States
was presented by Assistant United
States District Attorney Herbert y".
Clark. After being out for fifteen
minutes, the jury returned a verdict
of acquittal.
The United States grand jury was

Bros. Co.

White Goods For Spring

j

Louis Napoleon

Incorporated 1903

Selipan

UPJ

empty-hande-

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKET S
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES

Established 1856.

S

DRY GOODS

Box 219

ft

1 T'l

HOUSE

CITY

Phone 39

INHERE WE 60

ry

j

j
j

j

$100 REWARD, $100.
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there Is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure In all its stages, and
that Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be

ing a constitutional disease, requires
a constitutional treatment.
Hall's
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces- - of the 'system, thereby
destroying the foundation of tha disease, and giving the patient strength
by building up the constitution and
assisting na.ure in doing Its work.
The proprietors have so much faith in
Its curative powers that they offer
One Hundred Dollars for any case
that It fails to cure. Send for list of
testimonials.
Address: F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo,

"During the night began the ghastly
of wounded brought in
procession
from the field. Every vehicle the city
could produce supplemented the miliMany
slightly
tary ambulances.
wounded men, so black with gunpowcame
der as to be unrecognizable
All next day
limping in on foot.
women with white faces flitted bareheaded through the streets and hos
pitals, looking for their own. Churches
were thrown open
and lecture-room- s
for volunteer ladies sewing and filling
the rough beds called for by the sur- Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
There was not enough of
geons.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
anything to meet the sudden appalling
call of many strong men stricken un
to death.
Hearing that my cousin,
Reginald Hyde, was reported wounded
two of us girls volunteered to help his WOOD'YS
mother to search for him through the
We tramped down
lower hospitals.
Prom
Main Street through the hot sun over
BARRANCA
TAOS
burning pavements, from one scene of
horror to another, bringing up finally Meets Both North
South
at the St. Charles Hotel, a large old
Bounds
Trains.
building. What a sight met our eyes!
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
Men in every stage of mutilation, lythe north bound train and arrives at
ing waiting for the surgeon upon bare Taos at 7
p. m.
boards with haversacks, or army blanTen miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hack and good
PILES CURED IN 6 TO I4 DAYS.
teams.
PAZO OINTMENT 13 guaranteed to cnr
Tiling: 4cjato 2sl3c
any case of Itching. Blind, Bleedlngor ProBaaTx Gocafoxtable.
truding Piles In 6 to 14 days or money refunded, 50e.

HACK LINE
TO

Ery

FARE SST S5.00

We Have Built Up

FOR YOUR GARDEN DON'T YOU NEED A WHOLE LOT OF
NEW TOOLS?
WE HAVE THEM, DON'T BORROW YOUR NEIGHBOR'S.
WE DO NOT GO TO SEED" IN OUR BUSINESS, BUT KEEP UP
TO DATE WITH. ALL THE RELIABLE BRANDS OF HARDWARE
IN ABUNDANCE.
Wood-Davi-

Hardware

s

Co.

If Its Jiardwark We Have it.

Phone 14.

Phone 14.

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

RATON

Yankee

Lump

cerrillos

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithirg

Coal.

Sawed Wood and Kindling.

KzffiivS
Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

FOR

C AI
OlLLp

Injroved and unimproved

City Property, Orchards
and Ranches; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanoIa Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain."

Modern Residences for Rent.

103

F. M. JONES.

THE RIG YOU WANT
is here. Whether it be a runabout,
WE HANDLE LUMBER
buggy, surrey or road wagon, we
can furnish you with one that will
in large quantities and have every
make your drive a pleasure.
modern facility for furnishing the
OUR LIVERY STABLE
very best rough or dressed
s
caters to those who want a
Lumber
All of our horses are
outfit.
of every description.
We are thus
live ones, and sleek In appearance.
enabled to make the very best prices
We will fill your order promptly,
for Lumber of such high grade. satisfactorily and at a moderate price.
We will be pleased to figure on your
'
contracts.
B. P. WILLIAMS

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

first-clas-

Charles W. Dudrow

Succesor to

Palace Ave.

C&L 'Phone 9
CHA5. CLOSSON

Wbeafe

Fteed

f

JbryfUhif

istte UVmY USE.
Driers fruikfeed.
Don Gaspar

Ay.

WILLIAMS & RISING

ESBBBBBBEBia

MARCH

Zook

harmacy
Phone 213

WINDS

CHAPS

Chapped, red, rough, cracked and inflamed skin is usuallythe result
of exposure to the March winds. Such unpleasant conditions may
not be entirely preventable, but they can be made less annoying.
Perhaps we can help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL
and ALMOND CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to keep
your complexion perfect in all kinds of weather.

ook's Pharmacy
Phone 213

rnE

FRIDAY, MARCH 24, 1911.
EVER HAVE IT?

STRONG

WYOMING

the Statement of This
8anta Fe Citizen Will Interest

If You Have,

You.

JjEiTE

"
Ever have a
pain In the
back?
In the "small." right over the hips?
That's the home ol backache.
It's caused by sick kidneys.
That's why Doan's Kidney Pills
cure It.
Santa Fe people endorse this. Read
a cast of it.
Hilario Baca, Delgado St., Santa Fe,
N. M., says: "About two and a half
years ago I gave a public statement,
telling of my experience with, and
opinion of Doan's Kidney Pills. They
completely rid me of pains in my back
which had troubled me off and on for
months. When I stooped or brought
any strain on my loins. I suffered
severely and there were various other
gymptons that my trouble came from
disordered kidneys. I finally procured
Doan's Kidney Pills and they brought
prompt relief. I continued taking
Doan's Kidney Pills and it was not
long before every symptom of my
"low-down-

With Less Than One Half
New Mexico's Population
It's a Power
SENATOR

WMN

A

LEADER

Only Three Members Have Had
Longer Term Than He
Has Had

and Gallinger, of New Hampshire,
with 20 year3 service. Frye and
are old and feeble, and they do
not aspire to the influence which will
be Warren's. Gallinger's previous ashave not
signments to committees
been as fortunate for him as hf "e
Warren's and. accordingly, in the t ;w
line-uhe will not fare as well. Frve
Lodge,
Cullom, Gallinger. Warren.
and Perkins only have served longer
than Clark.
While Senator Warren will not be
the actual leader of the Senate, th; t
position going to Senator Penrose, of
Pennsylvania, who will become chairman of the committee on finance, succeeding Aldrich and who like Warren
is a good friend of New Mexico and
Delegate W. H. Andrews, still he will
be chairman of the next most important committee, that in charge of appropriations. While Senator Penrose's colleague, Senator Oliver, is a new member with only two years of service, and
is cor
in consequence his influence
respondingly small, Senator Warren's
colleague, Senator Clark, has had 16
years of service, and will have important committee assignments, including
the chairmanship of the judiciary,
which he has held for many years.
Combined, the terms of Warren and
Clark are far greater than the terms
of any two senators representing the
state. This serves to make the
position of their state stronger than
that of any other.
A3 chairman of the committee on ap- propriations, Senator Warren will
have the disbursement of more than
annually, or one half
$500,000,000.00
of the total revenues of the govern- In the last Congress he was
ment
Cul-io-

p
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came to the Senate in 1S05. He is re--;
garded as one of the ablest lawyers
i:i the Senate.
Combined, these two senators representing next to the smallest state in
point of population, not only hold the
most important places in the Senate,
but are in position to wield the greatest power, certainly more power than
i'i exercised by the senators from auj

CEOS

j

OF

FISHJNDUSTRY

Stomach Blood and
Liver Troubles

mm

Much sickness start' with weak stomach, and consequent
lack
poor, impoverished blood. Nervous and
food, rich, red blood. Their stomachs need invigorating
his
stomach.
for, after all, a man can he no stronger than
A remedy that makes the stomach strong and the liver
and
drives
blood
red
overcomes
rich
and
active, makes
out
bacteria and cures a whole multitude of diseases.
pale-peop-

Almost 150,000 Persons Making Their Lives

other state.

From It

DAN CUPID PLAYS
MANY CURIOUS PRANKS.

PRODUCT VALUED
Homer Davenport, the Cartoonist,
Does Not Relish Humorous Side
of Married Life.

MM

disease-producin- g

Gel rid ot roar Stomach Weakness and
Liver Laziness by taking a course of
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
the rcat Stomach Restorative, Liver
Invi$orator and Blood Cleanser.

S54.000.000

Foreigners Are Gradually Crowd
ing Native Men Out of

You can't afford to accept any medicine of unknown
composition as a substitute for "Golden Medical DiscovOre., March Zi Charging
ery." which is a medicine op known composition, having
Trade.
thta within two months after their
complete list ot ingredients in plain Lnglish on its hotsame being attested as correct under oath.
marriage his wife called his father a
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pvtleti regulate and
and
A
old
"dammed
other
24
fool,"
C.
March
D.
opproInvigorate Stomach, Liver and Bowela.
Elliott.
Washington,
By Victor
brious names. Homer Davenport, the special report on the Census of Fish25
March
Wyoming
Washington,
cartoonist, filed suit in the circuit eries of the United States for the calis the most important state in the'
court for divorce.
Davenport says endar year 1908, taken by the Census per cent of the value of the catch of
Fishing on the Great. Lakes gave ocUnion at least so far as the United
that his home Is at Silverton, Ore., Bureau in cooperation with the Bureau the entire country;
Virginia with cupation to fewer people than in any
States Senate is concerned. Thi3
other of the main geographic divisalthough he has lived in Sacramento, of Fisheries, will be issued soon by over $4,700,000; New York with
state, with a total population of less
N. J., Biuce Census Director Durand.
and
New
ions of the country.
Orange,
York,
with
$3,513.0io;
Washington
than 140,000 under the recent census;
his marriage.
Davenport has 'hree
In his letter of transmital to Secre- Florida with
Maryland
According to the statistics of the
$3,389,000;
or fewer people than any other state,
and Floria. tary N'agel, of the Department of Com- with $3,306,000; Maine with $3,257,000; report, the Atlantic coast states InMildred,
children,
Homer,
of
and
Nevada
with
with
the
exception
trouble disappeared. The fact that I
Bartender Shoots Mistress.
merce and Labor, the Director states followed in ranking order by New cluding Florida, reported 11,172 fewer
have had no return attack, warrants a smaller number of inhabitants than
Colorado Springs, March 24 W. that this census is the first complete
fishermen than in 1SS9, but 15,647
one
of
scores
are
of
in
any
there
Jersey, Connecticut, California, etc.
Pills
my
me in giving Doan's Kidney
H. Nostrum, a bartender of C.'orado enumeration which covers the same
streets in New York city, during the
The trade with foreign countries in more than in 180; while the Pacific
states in 190S reported a total
wife, period of time for all sections of the fisheries
City, shot his common-laFor sale by all dealers. Price BO coming session of Congress will be
products for the fiscal jX,aricoast
sometimes known as Hattie Dilling- country.
1907-n
Buffalo, more powerful and influential than
was extensive, amounting to a which is ;:,lf,9 more than in 1SS9 and
Co.,
cents.
The
ham, and ended his own life.
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New York, sole agents for the United any one of the other 45 states of the
double tragedy was the result of the
f
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nation.
Slightly more than
cerning the capital invested iu the in- being $6,166,193 and the imports
States.
woman's threat to have Nos'riim arpersons engaged in the fisheries of the
the number and tonuage of
This is true for the reason that in
Remember the name Doan's and
dustry,
rested on a charge of attempt to mur- vessels aud boats
United States in 1908 were proprietors
employed, the charthe United States Senate length of
take no other.
The imports consisted mainly of
der.
acter of the apparatus used in catch- herring, canned sardines, mackerel, and independent fishermen and nearservice counts for more than the nuWants Her Two Children
of this class were rely
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a senator represents. In the Senate
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wife of Winfield S. .Moore, president the quantity and value of the differ- salmon and oysters.
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juvenile court from taking from her time to time by the Bureau of Fisher- ing industry figuring most prominent- tion is not wholly in money, but consists either altogether or in part In a
Santa Fe, N. M., March 15, 1911.
through dependency proceeding, her ies, and as far as possible the census ly in the foreign trade.
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sections 10 and 17 of the act of March
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ure or those dealing in fish as merare Portuguese, and in certain localiHe names the following witnesses
ren, are the principles in a case which
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ties the shore fishesires are passing
was taken up before a jury
to prove his actual continuous adverse
with more difficulty tnan any other
The Five Geographic Divisions.
into the hands of not only the Italians
Riddle's division of the district court
possession of said tract for twenty
of
industry canvassed by the Bureau
the but of the Greeks.
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number
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a
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for
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head "steam and motor" are mainly
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in
United
States
in
the
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land states is due principally to the ed are
David H. Moffat was identified.
He 1908 was
of that submitted by claimant.
principally gasoline and naptha
143,881, the capital invested deep-seMiddle
while
the
fisheries,
ascribes his present trouble 1o the
launches.
Register.
as over $42,000,000, and the value of Atlantic states lead in the oyster ininfluence of his wife's children, and
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Of the $21,075,000 invested in vesThe
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about $54,000,000.
dustries, Chesapeake Bay being the sels and
declares they are endeavoring to ob- the product
boats, not including outfits,
In apparatus of fish most
investment
total
on
Atlantic
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coast, 53
tain his money for their own use.
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one
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constituting cent the value of sailing boats and
Department of the Interior,
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more than
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number of
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the industry in the two states of
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Steam and motor boats of the Atincrease over the correspon
on November 14, 1905, made home- positions go
Maryland and Virginia alone, is over lantic coast district, although
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party
majority
forming
for the last preceding
for SE
stead entry No.
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a
total capital invested of
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Married Her Chauffeur.
ber, contributed 60 per cent of the
exordinary circumstances he
fishermen for the period
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
total value of boats for that district.
Plttsburk, Pa., March 24 Jessie ceeds the number for 1908; the num England states there are only 22,000
of intention to make final five year the ability, and natural and inherent would become chairman of the cominof leadership.
The Pacific coast ranked next in the
mittee but he is too feeble to accept Henderson, said to be the daughter nf ber of vessels shown for 1889 exceeds persons employed, but the capital
proof to establish claim to the land qualities
vested is some $12,000,000.
These two elements combined will ne iesponsiQiiuy ana, lurther more,
amount invested in vessels, outfits,
above described, before Register and
wealthy English squire of Kent, Eng- that for either of the subsequent can
Occupational Statistics.
and boats, although It reported only
Receiver,' U. S. Land Office at Santa make Wyoming, which is represented he is chairman of the committee on
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preas
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canvass,
States in 1908, about 25 per cent were sels engaged In the fishing Industry
Claimant names as witnesses:
important state in the Union so far go to the head of appropriations with
Rifled Her Husband's Pockets.
The ratio between the
ceding one.
on fishing and transporting wa3 slightly over 18 tons, the
Augustin Gonzales, of Santa Fe, N. as power in the United States Senate all the power and influence which .he
average
uenver, Uolo., March 24. Basins capital invested and the value of pro- employed
vessels, 73 per cent in the shore and for steam vessels being 16 tons and
Mar- is concerned, in the. next Congress.
M.; Enrique Martinez, Pedro
p:ace carries with it. By virtue of her action on the assertion that her ducts has
increased. boat
progressively
Senate-hav2
members'
of
and
as
cent
shorethe
Three
Antonio
of
fisheries,
for sailing vessels 20 tons.
Jose Garcia, all
per
tinez,
that chairmanship he will also be act- husband accused her of extravagance the
capital invested in vessels, boats, men directly connected with the
served longer than Warren. They are ing chairman of the
'Lamy, N. M.
committee on pub- ana of taking money from his trous- and apparatus of fish capture being
MANUEL R. OTERO,
WOMEN DECIDE TO CLEAN
Frye of Maine, with 30 years to his lic expenditures, which was designed ers pocket, Mrs. Eldora Lockhart
catching of fish.
yes equivalent to 63 per cent of the value
The Atlantic coast fisheries were by
UP KANSAS TOWN.
Register. credit; Cullom of Illinois, with 28; to have a sort of jurisdiction over all terday filed a suit for divorce from of
nroducts in 1908. compared with far the most
Hunnewell,
important in the United
Kan., March 23. Betne appropriations of Congress. Ha is William C. Lockhart,
In other words,
asking that she 3 per cent in 1880.
States, giving occupation to 66 per cause they believe the men are runalso a meirber of the State Doart- - be given $10,000 permanent alimonv.
the value of products in 1908 was cent of all the persons engaged in fishning the city as a "wide open" border-da- y
meni, irrigation and reclamatiou of Mrs. Lockhart says that within a few only $1.58 for each dollar invested in
in thi3 country.
ing
town, the women of Hunnewell
arid lands, public
weeks
of
their marriage, June 29 1910. equipment, as compared with $1.90 in
and
buildings
The next in importance of the fish- have decided to take a hand In the
grounds, and the committee on rules ner nusband told her he hated her: 1S80.
eries districts was the Gulf of Mex- city government
which fixes the regulations governing that she had no sense and that either
The value of the fisheries of the ico where 11 per cent of the total numAt a caucus of women held yesterthe Senate.
she or he would have to leave the United States for the year 1908 was
ber was employed.
day Mrs. J. E. Wilson was nominated
senator warren, although 67 years nouse. &ne says that various times the largest on record, amounting to
In New England the vessel fisherfor mayor and Mrs. G. A. Osborne for
of age, is a physical giant, and as ac- her husband brought home meat and over $54,000,000. with a total weight
ies predominated, a fact which was police magistrate.
uvc aiiu ruuusi as a man 20 years eggs, wnich were eaten entirely by
almost 2,000,000,000 pounds.
not true of any other group of states.
A vigorous campaign is planned.
younger. He has had a long and var himself, and that he refused to allow
The oyster product lead3 all other
ies uitne career. Born in Mwsiuh.
her to partake of such luxuries. On
species in value, contriDuung ainiost.
i :
i
ens,
served a a private in ill one occasion, she states, her husband 30 per cent of the total value of pro
Civil War, and then went to Wyoming threw a cup at her, which was shatter ducts.
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Lou Well, a well known merchant of
Taos, is in the city.
Samuel G. Cartwright was in Mori-art- y
on Wednesday.
Mrs. Eno Broecklein has returned to
her home at Moriarty after visiting
her sister, Mrs. A. L. Leeson.
T. A. Sullivan, the famous embalm- er, is here from St. Louis.
A. Singer, a cigar salesman of Albu-bquerque, is at the Palace.
Governor Mills left last evening for
Las Vegas to join a party on a duck
hunting trip to Watrous.
Frank Bond, the prominent merchant of Espanola, is at the Palace.
Lee Bernstein, a well known sales
man from Kansas City, is at the Pal- ace.
W. A. Camejon, traveling passenger
agent for the Santa Fe, is here from
El Paso.
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OF NEW

LIFE INS. COMPANY

YORK.

Sales Agents
SANTA

proveraents and tUise things essential to developing agricultural areas.
Returns from shipments of a great
many vegetables hiive been most satisfactory and have given farmers
ready cash for improvement purposes.
The report of the financial condition
by the banks show that instead of
the usual decrease in deposits at that
season when the great agricultural in- terests are planting the crop, many of
the banks show an increased deposit.
This of itself gives a clearer notion of
easy conditions than that suggested
the great amount rf building going
jon in the agricultm- hisectlnn. Taken
jas a whole the sou m est is entering
an era of prosperity jf d progress unparalleled in the pasi istory of the
state. Hopefulness is ident among
all classes of people. Ine man with
a legitimate undertaking finds employment abundant at a salary that
means good living and something to
lay by for t,'ie "rainy day."

MARKETKEP"RT

Raton where he expects to organize a

COMPANY

U. S. FIDELITY & GUARANTY
MUTUAL

Cashier,

FE REALTY COMPANY.

Fe Realty
Having secured the contract to sell the property of the Santa
Co., we can locate you in most any part of the City. We have also the sale
of about 8000 acres in one of the best Land Grants in New Mexico.
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Offices 119 San Francisco St.
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MONEY AND METALS.
24. Call
New York, N. Y., March
per cent; Prime mermoney 2
cantile paper
per cent; Mexican dollars 45; Amalgamated C2
sugar 119; Athcison 109
Great,
New
Northern, preferred, 12fi
one uentrai, iu
Nonnern racii- soutnern
lc, 12::
iieaaing, i,,t;
Pacific, 117! Union Pacific 175
Bteel, 78
preferred, 119 bid.
New York, March 24. Lead steady
4.454.50; Standard copper weak;
Spot and May ll.TOfi 11.90; Silver

lodge of Yeomen.
Frank L. Gibbs, a salesman for a
novelty and souvenir company, is here
from Chicago.
Jose Vergolio and Frank Antonito of
Cerrillos, are at the Coronado hotel.
O. W. Walton of the City of .Mexico,
is at the Coronado.
A trio of prominent citizens of San
ta Cruz, northern Santa Fe county,
are in Santa Fe on legal business.
They are Juan Maes, an old .veteran
and a steadfast Republican leader;
Francisco Esquibel and Manuel Vigil.
F. A. Bridge, the capitalist who is
financing the Arroyo Hondo irrigation
project, is here from Madison, Wisconsin. With him came A. H. Thorpe and
N. V. S. Mallory, all of Madison, Wis.
They are at the Montezuma hotel and
will visit the Arroyo Hondo dam some
time today.
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Rugs, Carpets Etc.

High Grade Goods at Honest Prices.
AKERS-WAGNFURNITURE COMPANY.
ER

EXPERT EMBALMERS
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INSURANCE.

& FONERAL

DIRECTORS.

REAL ESTATE

BONDS.

WANTED
In every city and village in New Mexico agents to represent
the NATIONAL CASUALTY COMPANY. If you care to represent one of the best lines of HEALTH and ACCIDENT INSURANCE issued call on or address,
v
:

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
Santa Fe Abstract, Realty & Insurance Agency.
Room No. 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

Phone Black No. 52
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COME IN AND SEE OUR STOCK BEFORE YOU BEGIN YOUR
SEWING, IT WILL PAY YOU WELL,

The Best
In the World
Exactfy what our quality
means. We have only!
the best selected ac- -;
cording toour knowledge
and experience. In drugs
this means the best results to both doctor and

patient.
If we haven't got what you
want we'll get it for
you with as little delay
as possible.

BUTT BROS CO.
"THE QUALITY

DRUGGISTS"

West Side Plaza.

THE

Phone Red

WE WILL

HAVE

Commencing

Next

SPECIAL

Saturday

Ladies Muslin Underwear
Embroideries and Laces all 191
New Patterns and Designes
Everything Reduced to gottom
Prices.

SALE

Of

1

LADIES

ARE ESPECIALLY

ADOLF

INVITED

TO CALL. NO TROUBLE

T0.SII0W GOODS

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

CO

161.

PRIC- E-

DOES NOT ALWAYS
DISIGNATE A BARGAIN

DUALITY
SHOULD BE THE
FIRST CONSIDERA
TION OF THE GRO
CERIES YOU EAT.

.

r

Groceries are expensive at
any price, We guar a n t e e
every article we sell to give
satisfaction or you MONEY
BACK.

IN CANNED

mm

P. P. LACASSAGNE.

CHEAP

We have full line of Monarch
& Richelien Eastern pack
canned goods.

.0

309 San Francisco St.

JUST OPENING UP A NEW SHIPMENT OF
'

GOODS

GOODS
E
LADIES HAND BAGSSTRICTLY
IN GENUINE LEATHER-T- HE
NEWEST FADS ALSO A
HIGH-GRAD-

NEW LINE

H.

OF ATTRACTIVE

C.

HAT PINS

-:-

-

-:-

-

-:-

-

YONTZ,
San Francisco St.

Reliable Jewler.

WE ALSO

Fine New Line of

Have cheaper Canned Goods
but we do not recommend
the use of cheap canned goods
at any time.

PAPAGO INDIAN BASKETS
Extra Fancy-Grahere
this
Week. Be
Navajos
Sure to see them before they all go.
A New Lot of Small

City Eggs - - 35c Dz
Kansas Egg 25 & 30c Dz

GROCERS.

Light Company

y

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

B. S. KAUNE & CO.

SSJCiAND

J
W. N. Townsend & Co. PRICE MAKER

TO OPEN SPRING SEASON

t ectnc Service

Santa Fe Water

THE

THE MASTER

CLOTHES BUILDER

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

We .age Agents

12-1- -2

6 90.

Wed. March 29th

??.,,.

Cattle-Rece- ipts

Market
Hogs
Receipts 25,000.
slow. Light $fi.80(fj 7.20; mixed $6.05
7.10; heavy $C.45g 6.90; rough $0.45
6.05; good to choice heavy $6.65(1?
6.90; pigs JC.C07.10; bulk $6.70

Fort Worth, Tex., March 24. Business conditions in the southwest have
First Appearance Here
not been to promising as at present
and
for the. past three years. Several
The Greatest Emotional
things have conspired to bring about
a situation that is most helpful in
HIGH
SHOES
Actress
every particular. Primarily the action of large financial interests in
shaking out promoters of uncertain OLGA
in the
quality was a step in placing devel(Liebler & Co., Managers)
opment and those activities which
NEWEST7
in a new. Drama
mean advancement on a basis that
Las stimulated confidence. Following
THE REDEMPTION
OF
this came weather conditions with an
styles for
EVELYN VAUDRAY
abundance of rain that have put the
:
ground in a better condition for cultiBy
vation than It has been for a number
of years. Other factors which, have
equal to any city line.
HENRY BERNSTEIN
entered into and helped to make the
Grade.
Author of "The Thief"
Highest
hopeful situation are that of investfrom
ors,
the
north and east, and a
JOHN PFLEUGER, Shoe Specialist. stream of homessektvs
Adapted by Louis N. Parker
'
which have
J
Adapter of "Chantecler"
poured into this section almost since
STAGED BY BEN GREET
last November. One of the results of
this rapid settlement is the great de- X
assured
satisfaction
mand for building material, particus
Seats on sale at Fischers
larly that of lumber. All the great
Drug Store.
lumber concerns report the greatest
since
trade
the
Milof
1907.
Saddle
Horses
panic
marcti
at
p. m
toggles and
lions of dollars have been spent In Monday
1.50
&
PRICES
$2.00
1.00,
the past few months for building material that has gone Into farm 1m- -

corrick-- hack line

24.

7.25.

ELKS' THEATRE

.

March

$4.00f?

Market strong.
Beeves S.". 2 : Hi C75- - Texas stivrs Si 50
ft,- -.
WPRt(,rn
stsprs mms so- '
- S(,r
doTf,
stockers and
rn
and hcifers $2.C35.90; calves $5.25fT

NETHER50LE

Our assortment
Our ShoesThe

ewes

western

15,000.

SOUTHWEST RIDING ON A
WAVE OF PROSPERITY.

MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN,

;

Chicago, III.,

-'

and most attractive

- - per yd. 25 to 40c
The New Material
Beautiful Appearance: Unexcelled in Wearing
Qualities Laundries Like New
ZEPHYR GINGHAMS, in all the newest
colorings, appropriate for a thousand
different purposes - per yd. 15 and 25c
Linen finish gingham, very handsome
- per yd. 17c
and cheap at
Lawn3 and batiste, you all know the satisfaction to be had from them per yd.
An excellent line of linens in white and
25c up
plain colors

southern steers
southern cows, heifers
$o.40&5.00; native cows, heifers $:;.U0
$4.C0
.(&G.1S; stockers and feeders
5.90; bulls $4.00fI5.25; calves $4.50fi
C.50; western .steers $4.756.00; west-

Receipts 1,000 including 300 southThe board of examiners appointed erns.
Market Steady to strong. Na- of
to see that motorists and riders
ormotor-cycle- s
comply with the city
dinances in regard to speed, procur-TEN
THOUSIQjGlGGISTS
ing a license, etc., is said to be well
which
in
manner
pleased with the
Santa Feans are running their ben Unite In Their Own Opinion Regardzine vehicles.
ing a Certain Medicine.
Drnggi3ta should know better than
Very little complaint is heard these
one else the value of every medi- days about the ordinances and it is any
a noticeable fact that the arrests for cine.
Therefore, when over ten thousand
speed violation are becoming scarce
indeed. Forty auto and motor cycle recommend Vinol, the cool liver and
iron tonic, without oil, over their own
permits have been issued.
The examiners make it a point now signatures as the greatest tonic
to require something more than a
and strength creator and
There is to be offer to return the purchase money in
written examination.
a practical demonstration of what an every case where jit fails to give satapplicant for a license can do with isfaction, it must indicate that Vinol is
his or her automobile, motorcycle, etc. a pretty reliable medicine.
A young, lady was granted a license
We could publish' columns of such
not long ago because she demonstrated her ability to run a car, and testimony as the following:
C. A. Potterfield, the leading druga pretty good sized one too.
Said one of the examiners today: gist of Charleston, W. Va., says he
"There is still some complaint about used Vinol for every member of his
the way automobiles and motor cycles family and has never been disappointcome around that corner described as ed with the results.
San Francisco street and Don Gaspar
Mr. J. F. Bradley, druggist, of New
avenue.
It has been suggested that Brunswick, N. J.,
.says, "Vinol is cerfull stop be made before making that
a wonderful medicine. He has
tainly
turn in order to avoid danger. No
it rrom- personal experience.
doubt this would be a good thing. We proved
The many yearaithat Vinol has been
do not mean such a long stop as would
on the market has served to strengthof the marequire the
chine or the dismounting of the motor- en its popularityand proved by con
tests that It will do all that
cyclist but we do mean turning off tinued
'
the power and looking ahead. This is claimed for it.
a
of
Vinol with the un
bottle
Try
dashing around that, corner, where the
space is so narrow, is a public men- derstanding that your money will be
ace not only to pedestrians, carriages returned if it does not build up your
and wagons but to other cyclists and strength and give you an added inter
est in life. The Capital Pharmacy.
automobilists."

,

a

0.00;

!

GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, III., March 24. Whea- tMay
July 88
Corn May 47
July 49
Oats May 30
July 30
Pork May 15.971-2- ; July 15.65.
Lard May 8.62
65; July 8.60.
Ribs May 8.90; July S.60.
WOOL MARKET.
FORTY AUTO PERMITS
St.. Louis, Mo., March 24. Wool, unHAVE BEEN ISSUED.
changed; territory and western medi
ums 1922; fine mediums 1C18; fine
Motorists Are Observing the Law and
1213.
Pleased
Are
Well
Examiners
LIVESTOCK.
More Suggestions.
Kansas City, Mo., March 24. Cattle

OXFORDS

FLAXON- -

at Our Store.

Welcome

tive steers $5.25(fFC50;

52

Farmers Are Pouring In and Settlers
Are Reclaiming the Arid Range
of Eastern New Mexico.

80S

and Other Novelties.

recon-struct-

Furniture and House Furnishings of all Kinds

Gowns and for the Children's Wash Dresses:

Belts, Belt Pins Veil Pins
Always

Waists and

For My Lady's Spring and Summer

as new line of

Also,

j

L

a fine line of

Ladies, Misses
and Children's
Spring Millinery.

1
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Miles

Fifth Town in the State.
Las Cruces has nearly 4,000 people,
which is not so bad, even if the Mesil-1
valley metropolis had been expectFour thousand is not
ing over 5,000.
had, and by the time the next census
is taken, the percentage of increase
will he so large that Cruces will he
numbered among the fastest growing
The Elephant
towns in this country.

5

NEW MEXICO.

OFFICES-RAT- ON

(Read Down)
'

Company

2

Lv.. Des Moines, N. M...Ar
ifunmldo
liedman
rapullu
Vigil
Thompson

12
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4
3
3
3
3
2
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Butte dam will do it.

00
50
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El Paso

mmm

15

05
45
25

Organize the Farmers. .
in Albuquerque
as
Organization
155
1 30
demonstrated by the Commercial
T.v
in (n
Club's work in the past few months
Ar: 10 15
,.
0
Katou.N.M
i.Lv
2 (
9 49
.. .Clifton House N' M.. ..
7
2 47
has accomplished
wonders.
It is
32
9
48
SPreston
3 07 L
likely the interests of the city and
8 55 ....
55
....
Koehler Junction
3 45
the surrounding valley which are
9 05
2
Koehler
335
8 20
liOolfax
identical could be advanced much
68
J 4 15
8
02
76
Oerrososo
443
more rapidly and effectively if there
1U
7 45
Lv
82
'Ar
500
.(Jlmsrron
.......!
6 35
was a general organization of the
Ar am
Lv
...
Cimarron
510
f
6 27
Nash
5 is
ft8
farmers and rural population in this
6 17
5 2S
Harlan
6 00
94
section.
Ar
Ute Park, N. M...Lv
with the Com545
p m .' p m
mercial Club, the two organizations
ought to be able to get just about
IDonneots ai Oolfaz with K. P. fc 3. W. By. train both North and Soutb.2
what they want. Truck and fruit
M.
Preston
meets
at
V,
N.iM,
trains
Van
Houten
for
SStage
NT. M , at
associations are being or.i.
9;00
m,
N,
M.,
HUlznoethtown.
growers'
for
dally
except
lite
Parle,
leaves
Stage
ganized in the Mesilla valley, the Peundays, Fare fci oo one way J3.50 round trip; fifty pound bagssaie carried free.
O. A 9- train leaves Oes Moines, N, M- for the south at 11;11 p. m. arrives from the cos valley and elsewhere and everywhere they are demonstrating the adorth at 4:38 a. m.
vantages of team work among the
F. M. WILLIAMS,
VAN HOUTEN,
C. G. DEDMAN,
farmers. Albuquerque Journal.
M
G.
P.
G.
P.
&
V.
Agent,
Superintendent.
Not Badly Scared.
Cunningham
....Oltfton House N.M
Raton, N. M
At

letter Patronize your Grocer,
thati your Doctor

i

t

.

Nine-tent-

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
To El
Bisbee, Douglas
I C and allPaso,
points ia New Mex-

ico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
)

WEST

ROUTE

which may prevail as to the state
hood situation in New Mexico, generally speaking capital appears to understand the state of affairs and capital
is showing signs of hesitation. The
reports of the office of Secretary Jaffa
show five incorporation filings in one
day recently, with a total capitalization of nearly three million dollars. It
is unnecssary to refer again to the millions that are to be spent on irrigation projects, work on many of w:hich
is already well under way. Evidently
it. is becoming generally realized that
statehood and a stable form of government for New Mexico have been positively assured, whether the eventuality cames this year, next year or the
year after. There has been a big
change in the attitude of investors
toward New Mexico opportunities in
the past few years. Which by the way
is one good reason why the project
to build a railroad from here to Farm-ingto-

Cottolene makes healthful food, and food which any stomach can digest.
worth more per pail than lard or any imitation, because being richer
farther and is therefore most economical.
it will go one-thit

It

p- -

More Libels.
In the current issue of the Cosmo
politan Alfred Henry Lewis again hits
New Mexico below the belt. Basing
his assertion on the "guess" of an un
named authority Lewis has his latest
article on Mormonism issued with a
map which among other things pro
claims in glaring fiugres that there
are 240,000 Mormons in New Mexico.
The assertion is freely repeated that
New Mexico is a hot bed of Mormon
ism, at cetera, ad infinitum, without
limit.
The domination of the state of New
Mexico by the Mormons may be estimated by the official vote at the election recorded in Ramah precinct of
McKinley county, as far as we know,
the strongest stronghold of the Mormons in New Mexico. Eighteen votes
were cast in Ramah precinct.
It is
fair to assume that a few of these
wtre i;Ol Mormons.
Without any figures handy
we
should "guess" as, did Mr. Lewis' authority that on a very liberal estimate
it is possible that one per cent of the
1127,000 people of New Mexico are Mormons.
Probably the number is nearer half
of one per cent. It is the recklessness
s
of such
as Lewis who has
evidently not bothered to get at the
easily available fact which goes to
justify much of the reaction in popular sentiment toward this class of
writers. The Lord knows there is
plenty of muck to be raked. It is unfortunate that a man should abuse a
tremendous publicity opportunity as
this by throwing mud on the innocent
as well as the guil'y.
From the present indications (New
Mexico will be a "Mormon State" in
about 4,000 years. Albuquerque

Agent.

El Paso Texas.

WHEN GOING

EAST OR WEST
use the

Shortest Line to Denver,
Colo Springs and Pueblo
TICKETS

AT

AND RESERVATIONS
CITY OFFICE IN

muck-raker-

NEW MEXICANIDLDC

UNION DEPOT.

n a tn.

Educating the Farmer,
That the farmers of Texas believe
in education is shown by the regissample latest Model "Jtwinppr" meycle turmshed by us.
r rise yw juii particulars ana special Offer at once.
BldKing muuey last.
of pupils at the Texas Agriculuntil you receive and approveot your bicycle. Wesmn tration
mun&x
fto
nUUlivLU
to anvone. auvwhere in the U. S. without a cent deposit in advanm Ar4,nt irirkt
tural College and Military college.
allow XKN DAYS' FREE TRIAL during which time you may ride Ihe bicycle ancjj
Over 40 per cent of the enrolment
put it to any test you wish. If you are then not perfectly satisfied or do not wish to
Keep tne Dicycie snipu oacKto us ai our expense ana you will not on out one cent.
ls
macie up ol farmers boys.
We
iurnish
the
The
lushest
it
is
make'
grade
bicycles
to
possible
FAPTADV PBirr? at one small
rHulUlll
profit above actual factory cost. Ycu save fioi'
rnllt
nf laay realizes that farm-ante- e
to $25 middlemen's profitj by buyin direct of us and have the manufacturer's guar Idrmer
behind your bicycle. DO NOT BUY a bicycleior a pairof tires from anyontj.
an education as well as
at any price until you receive our catalogues and learn our unheard of factor:. ing requires
,j any Other
business and he is equip- prices and remarkable special offers to rider agents.
YOU WILL BE ASTONISHED SSS yZ
??la,5!Xfi$ V8 his son for life just as the bank-(TwrirMwecanmakeyouiriisyear. we sen tne niffnest grade Dicyciestor less moiit:
V6ry Otlier man
than anv other factory. We are satisfied iwth Si.oo profit above lactorv cost. tF' flip iawyr, and

WAflTED-- A

TOWN
to
ride and exhibit a
Our aeents everywhere are
EACH

RIDER AGEN- T- district

mm
11

hi
mi

Mi
1

BICYCLE DKALKKSi you can sell our bicycles under your
our prices. Orders filled the day received.
ttf
Kt:rONl HANI) JtlCV(;LKS. We do not retrularlv handle second
usuallv have a number on hand taken in trade bv our Chicaero retail stores.
'promptly at prices ranKine from 43 to 8 or SIO. Descriptive bargain lists

w

aouDie

tlLSL1

COASTER-BRAKE-

50

HEDGETHORN

en ceicai iift

finh r"'a'rS

PUNCTURE-PROO- F

Tiore ata sample
miTDnnurr pair
nui v
"

Hie regular retail Price ot these tires is
SX.50 ter Pair, but to introduce we will
sellyouasampUpairtor$4.tiO(cashwithorderSt..'6),
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES

equips his Son.
J ll
man On thft farm must Vnnrf
,rL nuw, ana mucni ZXIOYG SO in tfl
vwu
future. not only the things that fall
10 me lot 01 ne man in town to Know,
but more; he must learn the scientific
j characteristics of the soil and
how
best to work it to ailvantaire. thA
chemical actions of the various soils
on different crops and how to get the
best results with the least possible
loss to any crop. He must also learn
something of the habits and charac- teristics ot his animals, to be able to
I
eet the best service from them anH

own name plate att
hand birvcles. hut
These we clear out
mailed free.

--

$

18U

mm

n1
BBT

NAILS, Taks or Class will not let the
mit- - fiixtv thousand rairs sold last vear.
Over two hundred thousand pairs now in use.
DESCRIPTION; Made In all sizs. It islively
and easvridine.vervduiableand Jinodinsidewith
a special quality
preserve their usefulness.
and which closes up small punctures without allow- porous
fiitrthi.flirtoes.-aDe- .
We have hundreds of letters from satis- "H"!
"A"
nuncture
and
carmine must re conducted on a
trips
been
their
tires
that
fiedcustomersstatinff
haveonly
pumped
as scientific as any other busi- uponceortwice in a whole season. They weii;ti nomorethaa
anrHinnrvtire. the nuncture resistinequalitiesbeinc eiven
is bfusine8S these days
nSS- specialty repared fabric on the
by several layers of thin,
tread. The regular price of these tires is .58.50 per pair.bnt for
mail w uu lainiD m a uaiiuazara
JlASX KIDIAU.
the riderofonly $4.80 per pair. All orders shippedT same day letter is received. We ship C. O. D. on manner Without calculating the cost
a cent until you have examined and found them strictly as represented. ana
approval. You do not pay
lne POSSlDie wtnrna frnrrv nis Var-sen- d
We will allow a eash dlswount of 5 per cent (thereby making the price 4.6 per pair) if you
OKDElt and enclose this advertisement. You run no risk in jous crops, is the farmer who will
WITH
CASH
FULL
.
, .
,
us an order as the tires may be returned at OIK expense if foranyreason theyarej
account at the
not satisfactory 011 examination. We are perfectly reliable and money sent to us is as safe as in a Ways nave an linpal
bank. If you order a pair of these tires, you will find that they will ride easier, run faster,!1 Btore and an unUfted mortgage When
wear better, last longer and look finer than any tire you have ever used or seen at any price. We.
know that you will be so well pleased that when you want a bicvele you will give us your order, the harvest is Over.
We want you to send us a trial order at om e hence this remarkable tire offer.
But the farmers themselves are not
ion ' buyanykindat any price until yousend forapairof
tires on approval and trial at, the only men who are educating their
TlSU NLt-llledgetliorn Puncture-Proo- f
or
our
Tire
for
and
write
which.
above;
big
Sundry Catalogue
the special introductory price quoted
I Sons to be
half the usual prices.
farmers, as this game COl- describes aud quotes all makes and kinds of tires at about
but write us a postal today. 1M NOT THINK OP BUYING a bicycle) w,,',,
roll will snow. Men
wonderful
memDersnip
from
until
of
tires
know
new
the
and
you
DO NOT WAIT or a costs
anyone
pair a
,
postal to learn everything. Write it NOW.
oilers we are making. It only
j in nearly every walk Of life are Send- -

nlr

2fttfip;ffib"
ZrTLE&at!
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MEAD CYCLE COMPANY,

CHICAGO,

ILU SoSlo

SS

is
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EUGENE FOX,

of all human ills start from

hs

air-tig- ht,

has better chances of success
than it ever would have had before.
Albuquerque Journal.

For rates and full information address

j

an?

ed

Notwithstanding any

ASK FOR TICKETS
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food, greasy
stomach trouble. Lard-cookand indigestible, is the cause of most
troubles. The remedy is in the hands of your cook not
your doctor.
Cottolene is a vegetable-oi- l
cooking fat that is far superior to
lard, butter or any other fat for frying and shortening.
Cottolene is pure in its source; it comes from the cotton fields
of the Sunny South, and is made from the choicest of pure, refined
cotton oil.
Cottolene is manufactured in a cleanly manner, amid the most
favorable sanitary surroundings.
friction-to- p
Cottolene is packed in
pails to insure its
freshness and prevent it from absorbing dust and odors of the
grocery. .We authorize your grocer to refund your money if
Cottolene is found to be other than fresh and satisfactory.

-.

Pmm snnin
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FLASHES.

EDITORIAL

Railway

M.

Human Hands Never Touch the Oil from which Cottolene is made

From Cottonfield to Kitchen

Made only by THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY

The college authorities have prepared HOW THE RICH
a table showing the occupation of the
SPEND THEIR MONEY.
fathers of
the students, classified
as follows:
Farmers, 404; merchants There is a Notable Differen-.- e in That
139; stockmen, 120; lawyers, 62; phyRespect Between United States
sicians, 53; real estate men, 52; bankand Great Britain.
ers 42; railroad men, 31; traveling
salesmen,
2S;
lumbermen, 21; inI think it is .Henry
James who
surance men, 20; contractors, 19;
speaks somewhere of a young lady so
teachers, 1C; county officials, 15; plainly dressed that she must either
mechanics, 11; clerks, 8; cotton buy- have been a lady's maid or a princess.
ers, 8; ministers, S; architects, 5; One is reminded of this in
reading
civil engineers, 2: college presidents,
what Mr. Guglielmo Ferrero has again
2.
had to say about the difference be- Counting
the stockmen with the tween the luxury of the rich here and
farmers, they have 520, or only a few the luxury of the rich in the European
f
less than
of the total student countries.
In drawing further upon
body to their credit. El Paso
his favorite parallel of the austerer
days of republican Rome and our pres
ent stage of American civilization, he
intimates that we exaggerate the pre
as
eminence of our
because we are still
Palace.
living in the Puritan traditions of our
T. A. Sullivan,
St. Louis; Lee fore fathers, and see with a distorted
Bernstein, Kansas City;' Frank Bond, vision when we contemplate the specEspanola; Lou Weil, Taos; Frank L. tacle of any luxury whatever.
It is
Gibbs, Chicago; A. Singer, Albuquer- certain that some false notions preque.
vail, not so much with respect to the
Montezuma.
amount of money that Americans
F. D. Petershagen, Missouri; 0. O. spend, but as to what they
mostly
Some point has been
Larson, Denver; P. N. Dammuck,
spend it for.
Colo.; E. G. Jefferds, Denver; made, of late, of the frequently unocB. E. Ford, Pittsfield, Mass.; O. R. cupied
condition
of the American
Durrett, St. Louis; J. S. Gallagher, "great houses," the houses of the very
Chicago; F. A. Bridge, A. H. Thorpe, rich, it being understood that the proN. V. S. Mallory, Madison, Wis.; W. tracted
keeping up of such establish
A. Cameron, El Paso.
ments, under the standards that obtain in these matters in America, is
Coronado.
Jose de Montoya, Chamita; O. J. often ueyond comfortable attainment
But the
Johnson, Embudo; Juan Felix, San even by the wealthiest.
Gercnimo; John Patterson, Alamosa; greatest houses in America are not
O. W. Walton, City of Mexico;
J. palaces, as Signor Ferrero has elsewhere reminded us, in the sense that
Martin, La Cueva; W. M. Browne,
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Alarid, the great European houses are, and
City; Jose Vergolio, Frank Antonito, those are supposed to be kept up with
Cerrillos.
some regularity, except in the case of
The
perceptibly impaired fortunes.
MADE
doing of it is often accomplished, of
DEAN OF UNIVERSITY course, by the practice of certain personal economies, which opinion would
Rabbi Mendel Silber Given Appoint-men- t never look for in an American milto Fill Temporarily Place
He
to be sure,
lionaire.
of C. E. Hodgin.
might not object to might ndeed
Albuquerque, N, M., March 24. Dr. take very kindly to the shabby
Mendel Silber, rabbi of Temple Albert, clothes of an occasional English peer.
will become dean of the University of But his daughters would surely not
New Mexico June 1, temporarily filling care for the little lady's-maifrocks
the position held for many years by of the daughter of a princess on the
And the tl ing goes down
Dr. C. E. Hodgin. Dean Hodgin and Continent.
Mrs. Hodgin expect to leave for through the varying social grades. The
Europe immediately at the close of womankind of an English commoner,
the present school year and will re- going to London for the day, do their
main abroad a year. Dr Silber will shopping with careful reference to
occupy the chair of philosophy at the their personal yearly budget, and
universify, in addition to attending to lunch, not at a fashionable restaurant
in a smart hotel on the Strand or Picthe duties of dean.
Dr. Silber has been rabbi of Teple cadilly, but possibly in a small vegeAlbert for a numberof months, coming tarian place, in a small street, oft
American ladies
here from St. Louis. A scholar of Trafalgar Square.
much renown, a gentleman, and above so thrifty would not have left home,
all a practical teacher, Dr. Silber will in the morning, from whose windows
fill the position of dean with honor to could be seen long stretches of perhimself and credit to the institution. fect lawn and pond and meadows, all
one-hal-

Hotel Arrivals.

money-spender-
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their own.

But in England
be so. From "The Point of
in the April Scribner.

it

might railroad should allow Agent Smith a
office should
View," larger force; an
kbe kept open for the accommodation
of patrons, shippers and travelers.

CORRUPT PRACTICE ACT
IN PENNSYLVANIA.

WRESTLER AND SALESMAN
CHARGED WITH BURGLARIES.
It is Sustained By Superior Court and
Denver, March 24 In Floyd Walton,
a shoe salesman, and Thomas Watley,
Candidates Must Explain
a wrestler, arrested by Detectives ConCampaign Expenses.
nor and Carr, the police believe they
Philadelphia, March 24 In a per have the two members of the gang
curiam order, the Supreme Court af- o. thieves which within the past four
firmed .the decision of the Superior weeks have made a specialty of robCourt, which sustained the Corrupt bing small rooming' houses.
They
Practices Act, which requires an have been identified by half a doPii
audit of a candidate's political
victims and some of the stolen articles have been recovered.
The polics
The decision was made in the case say that Walton and "Watley are con-of Judge Robert E. Umbel of Union-- tderates ot one James r. Kiee, arrest- as Judge ied on the same charge by Detectives
town, who was
oenier ana McNeil a week ag3 lasc
in Fayette county in November, 1909,
Sixteen burglaries cDmmit- of the quarter sessions court of Fay-- ) Monday.
since February 17, are charged by
ette county, which ruled that a candi-date need not designate specifically by n police to Watley, Walton, Rice and
wnom ana for what, purnoses money a missing confederate.
used in the campaign was spent. The
case is sent back for a rehearing.
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS.
In substance the Superior Court
Neutralize and remove the poisons
declared that election expenses ac- - that cause backache, rheumatism,
counts must be explicit and must set nervousness and all kidney and blad-fort- h
clearly each and every sum dis-- ! der Irregularities.
They build up
bursed by the candidate.
and restore the natural action of
Judge Umbel spent $6,323 prior to these vital organs. Capital Pharmacy.
his nomination for Judge in 1909. The
required number of citizens of Fay
ette county filed a petition alleging
that his amount did not give the expenses in detail, as required by law,
and that they were Informed large
sums of money had been expended
contrary to law to obtain the nomination for Umbel.
;
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Low Fares

20 YEARS AGO TODAY
(From the New Mexican of thi date
1891.)

Light the streets.
This promises to be an excellent
fruit year and a fine one for crops.
It is an ill w' d, etc.
No narrow gauge train out today.
Snow on the range, lovely situation
this.
Daniel Kalakau, the late King of the
Hawaian Islands, had his life insured
in the Mutual Life Insurance ' Company as appears In the weekly list of
clain3 paid by the said company.
Judge H. L. Waldo left last night
for Albuquerque on legal business.
Hon. Pedro Perea, president of the
First National Bank, and one of the
leading men of New Mexico, is in the
city today from his home in Bernal.
illo.
The Santa Fe Gas Company has reduced Its pTice of gas from $3 per
1,000 feet to $2.25. This is a large reduction which, of course, will benefit
the consumers and may increase consumption.
The management of the Santa Fe

to'California
New Mexico

Arizona
Mexico

One way Colonist tickets on sale
daily, March 10 to April 10, 1911, inclusive, from

SANTA FE, N. M.

Only a few

shown

points

below.

For fares to other points and Information as to the liberal
r
privileges accorded, phone, write or see
the undersigned.
stop-ove-

Los Angeles

San Francisco
San Diego
Pasadena ... ......

,

2500

Redlands

Sacramento
Santa Barbra
Monterey

Prescott
Phoenix
Flagstaff
Tucson

...
;
-

.-

Blsbee
Goldfield ..
Tonopah
Deming ...
Silver City

...

... ... ...
... ...

$25.00
25.00
25.00
. 25.00
25.00
25.00
25.50
21.35
25.00
17.25
25.00
26.35
35.60
35.50

i2.65
14.55

Through tourist sleepers to Los
Angeles and San Francisco are electric lighted and have smoking room
for men and oxtra large dressing
room for women.

J

OPITAL
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1

H; S.

for backache, rheumatism, kidney or Ladder trouble, and urinwr irregularities.,
Foley's KidiwUls TTifythe blood, restore lost vitality and'vigor. Rtfusr substitutes
THE

n

PHARMACY.

IK2 MM

Agent.

A.T.& S.F. Rv.
SANTA FE N. M.

MARCH

rmUMY,
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PAGE SEVEN
rnarraBTeo", too King down' ar ner.
Patricia's head dropped. She dared
not reveal to him her joy at hearing
the old name once more.
"Haven't we had the hatchet out
long enough?" ho asked, leading her
to a settee near the log Are.
Still she did not speak.
"Can't you tell me. Patsy." he persisted. "Shall we not bury ours, too?
He raised her
Don't you want to?1
chin so as to look Into her eyes.
"I I cannot tell a lie, George," she
said laughing. "Hut Buppose we burn
it instead of burying It then it can
never, never be unearthed. We'll cut
all discord this minute," she continued, waving the hatchet in the air,
"and burn the weapon before our very
eyes."
Together, they knelt before the
open fire and laid the wooden hatchet
on the flames.
"A pretty ceremony, dear, and with
a world of meaning," he said, as they
took their places once more on the
settee to await the return of the
--

Notice of Suit
Territory of New Mexico,)
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County of Santa Fe.
In the First Judicial District Court In
and for the County of Santa Fe,
Territory of New Mexico.
Arthur Knaebel and Ernest Knaebel,
Plaintiffs, vs.
Frank E. Mera, Matias J. Xagel, the
unknown heirs of Bartolome Mar
quez, deceased, the unknown hdirs
of Jose Marquez, deceased, Camiio
Padilla (of Santa Fei. Camit Pad-ill- a
(of El Paso), Roinualdo Ortiz,
otherwise
Francisco Gonzalez,
known as Francisco Gonza'.is y
Chavez, Manuel Trujillo, Francisco
Trujillo, Manuel Rodriguez y Ortiz,
and also the unknown heirs uf Fran
Cisco Padilla, deceased,
the unknown heirs of Rosita de P.tdilla.
heirs of
deceased, the unknown
Manuel Padilla, deceased,
the
known heirs of Valentin I'adilla, deceased, the said unknown heirs of
Jose Padilla, deceased, the unknown
heirs of Alvino Bustamante, deceased, and also all unknown owners or proprietors of the tract of
deland hereinafter
particularly
scribed, and also all unknown claimants of interest In the premises, adverse to the plaintiffs, Defendants.
The said defendants, Frank E. Mera,
Matias J. Nagel, the unknown heirs
of Bartolome Marquez, deceased, the
unknown heirs of Jose Marquez, deceased, Camiio Padilla (of Santa Fe),
Camiio Padilla (of El Paso), Romual-dOrtiz, Francisco Gonzales, otherwise known as Francisco Gonzales y
Francisco
Chavez, Manuel Trujillo,
Trujillo, Manuel Rodriguez y Ortiz,
and also the unknown heirs of Francisco Padilla, deceased, the unknown
heir3 of Rosita de Padilla, deceased,
the unknown heirs of Manuel Padilla,
deceased, the unknown heirs of Valentin Padilla, deceased, the unknown
heirs of Jose Padilla, deceased, the
unknown heirs of Alvino Bustamante,
deceased, and also all unknown owners or proprietors of the tract of land
hereinafter particularly described, and
also all unknown claimants of interests in the premises, adverse to the
plaintiffs, are hereby notified that a
complaint has been filed against them
in the District Court of the County of
Santa Fe and Territory of New Mexico,
that being the court in which said
cause is pending, by said plaintiffs,
Arthur Knaebel and Ernest. Knaebel,
the general object of said action being
the division, partition and quieting o!

Burying the
Hatchet

5

WANTED

Position

cashier or bookkeeper.
liox 3::i. Santa Fe. N.

ty lady

as

Address P. O.

By DOROTHY BLACKMORE
M.
Another Richmond Now that the the financial burden of a campaign
would ou their shoulders and have neither
Tucumcart
1911,
Associated
is
by
Uteraxy
(Copyright,
agitated,
subject
WANTED A good clerk. One to
j
Frees.)
seem to be a very desirable Place for
REWARD
(:(.Tk n a K,.neral store. Must be abla
Woodkirk sat Idly turning
Patricia
the state capital Rock Island Trib
It was the New Mexican that men
to speak Spanish fluently and be a
the leaves of a current magazine.
une.
tioned the names of these distinguishT. D.
Addresa,
good salesman.
She felt particularly Indolent; her ated citizens.
The Range article re
RUINS, Tierra Amarilla, N. M.
was almost lazy. Nothing on
titude
Cured
Pinkham's
Senator Easley, How's That?
by Lydia
ferred to was purely impersonal and
the pages before her brought so much
While down on a visit last week GenLOST Black silk umbrella with
directed partly at a class of men Vegetable Compound
as an alert glance from her eyes.
a
office
our
friendly
eral Easley paid
white
handle and silver knob on the
been
who
have
to
leaf
sufficiently
a
she
back
turned
already
with
Morton's
homesteaders
sufPresently,
Gap, Kentucky. "I
call and met many
end marked A. Staab. Stii'abie reor coun- fered two years with female disorders.
look again at the likeness of a man.
whom he Is very popular: In fact it honored by the territory,
ward for the return of same to A.
The face was none other than that of
my health was very
looks like the general might soon be ties in New Mexico.
bad and I had a
Staab.
Luna
Messrs.
George
of
Washington.
Mexico.
The
New
from
personality
senator
S.
V.
continual backache
Patricia stared at the face, and as
and Bursum never once suggested it
Mcintosh Homeland.
which was simply
v
TYPEWRITERS.
her eyes remained on the likeness
self to the Range, for the very reaawful. I could not
Cleared,
a
adjusted and repaired. New
reminiscent
so
expresgathered
stand on my feet
Give the Ladies a Chance That son that they have been
Bion.
Not that Patricia had known
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup"neither
long enough to cook
so
lady county commissioner of Denver
a meal's victuals
the illustrious general; for though others.
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
return
to
before
receive
to
be
shown
or
asked
wants
Colorado,
expected
without my back
and rented. Standard makes handled,
she was known in Meadvllle by the
she signs any bills that seem tainted. or reward."
All repair work and typewriters guar--j
nearly killing me,
very young set aa an old maid, she
A few more like her In official life
The Range editorial was mainly
and I would have
THAT ARE LASTING anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exwas, in reality, in her very early SHADOWS
s
such dragffing
may be able to clean the Augean aimed at professional
thirties.
change. Phone 231.
1
Island
Rock
had
records
that
Crude-Oicould
of
who
had
stables
and those
l
political graft.
Peculiarity Noticed In the
But the birthday of Washington
T
harrllv
if
Tribune.
of
better be burled, as it distinctly had soreness in each side,hppr
Region
Producing
FOR SALE.
had been chosen, once upon a time,
could not
stated.
California.
A Valuable
stand tight clothing, and was irregular.
House and Lots in Lat
by Patricia Wood kirk as a night for
to
The Way It's Done in Danville.
referred
the
The gentlemen
by
I was completely run down. On ada Colonial dance. Her guests had
N. M.
Vegas,
Vpo-patvice
crude-oiI took Lvdia E. Pinkham's
l
"In the
New Mexican not the Range have
producing regions
come in wigs and with powder and
to change my residence
Reading of the unsuccessful
Desiring
tattle
and
of
Liver Pills and
large from Las Vegas by reason of my
tempts to convict the election cor- kept bo conspicuously in the back- am Compound
patches, while she herself had been In California there are scores
poor
good health. It is now
dressed as Martha Washington. And ponds of this mineral," writes J. health, I offer to sell my house and
rupters at that dear oiu Danville, the ground that the Range had no in- moreenjoying
two years and I have not
than
Scientific
the
in
Baltimore
necestimation that they were even recep- had an ache or pain since I do all my
there had been a George, too. Patricia Mayne
lots situated on the south side of. the
editor feels under the painful
"After being pumped to park in said town.
had quarreled with him bitterly on American.
The own work, washing and everything,
sity of admitting that he is glad that tive candidates for any office.
is
emptied
that very night after the last dance the surface the petroleum
The building is 2 story, built of
he left such a rotten place In time Range has not hesitated to praise the and never have the backache any more.
medicine is grand and I
and had been too obstinate ever since Into depressions in the earth, where stone, adapted for business, compristo be thoroughly grounded in the inno- efforts of Mr. Bursum as chairman, I think your
praise it to all my neighbors. If you
to admit it either to George Washing- it remains for a time. These oil ponds ing rooms and backyards, with fixtures
We have our
and Mr. Luna
. We would
cence of New Mexico.
think my testimony will help others
are known as 'sump holes.' There is for electric
ton or to any one else.
never
out
one
detract
from
iota
the
credit
here,
lights and water pipes.
eccentricities
little election
you may publish it." Mrs. Ollie
one very peculiar thing about these The rooms now
Patricia
in
continued
to
the
live
to
with
due
well
citizen
for
occupied bring me a
any
performing Woodall, Morton's Gap, Kentucky.
but they are lilly white compared
of
In
is
the
way
old homestead and it was in the very 'sump holes' and that
rent
of $75.00.
monthly
Backache is a symptom of organic
Danville, where the grand Jury says his part.
room in which she now sat that her producing what are known as 'freak
I will sell the premises for $6,500.
As we pointed out in the original weakness or derangement. ' If you
the sheriff and his officers are in ca
These are real shadows,
merry party of young folks had con- shadows.'
backache
don't
have
Terms: $3,"00 paid in hand, and
To
it.
neglect
so
disturbwhich
editorial
and
everyevidently
hoots with the vote buyers
this
they
fact,
but,
notwithstanding
tret nermanent relielf von must reach
gregated a few years ago. Most of
$.1,000 In one year, secured by mortif
sun
is
If
the
are
body mostly is a rascal, a Temark that ed the bile of the New Mexican;
decidedly 'freaky.'
the root of the trouble. Nothing we
them were married now and scatgage of the premises.
seems to have considerable justifica- the people wish to honor still further know of will do this so surely as Lydia
brightly shining and a person 6tands
tered.
Address al correspondence to
faithmen
who
of
Tribune.
served
E.
them
Pinkham's
have
on
Roswell
the
the margin
tion.
Compound.
Register
Her friends were largely among the for a few moments
TRINIDAD ROMERO,, Sr.,
so' that his Bhadow
the
hole,'
fully during territorial days they have
'sump
Write to Mrs. Pinkham. at
married couples of the town though,
Las Vegas, N. M.
of
the
on
the
surface
falls
the voices and the votes with which Lynn, Mass., for special advice.
petroleum
The Amende Honorable.
not two weeks ago, Patricia had en22nd, 1911.
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the
quickly
it
changes
themselves
express
absolutely
In a recent editorial the Santa Fe
tertained a young woman in her home
confidential, and the advice free.
just
and the taste of gay young life once tion, the dim shadow remains
New Mexican takes the Range to task ple's business.
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more had brought back her own bright where it was originally cast. In other
never
require
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we
a
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for
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
ANOTHER JAIL BREAKER
words, the shadow does not follow the
girlhood.
tainly not with malice aforethought. Solomon, for Mr. Luna to comprehend
IS APPREHENDED.
a
shifts
The
instant
substance.
person
a
was
at
Corinne Jamerson the young girl
that the aim of the Range
To quote:
shadow is again cast
who had been Patricia's guest had his position his
MASONIC.
"The Raton Range protests against very different target.
Emiiiano Gallegos, One of Ten to Es
In a new place, yet the former shadow
won
no
end
Mexican
of
New
from
admiration
the
the
But
evidently
Montezuma
in His House
Lodge
giving chairman H. O. Bursum and
a
The
percape,
Caught
remains
longer
unchanged.
town's young men; and she, having
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
Solomon wishes to misconstrue the article in
Committeeman
National
at Alameda.
in one particular spot the
son
stands
come
from
the city with her attracLuna any credit for the present sat question and misapply it to certain
Regular communiwill the former shadow be visiAlbuquerque, N. M., March 24.
tive, if frivolous, manners, found It longer
cation first Monday
ble.
isfactory status of the Republican individuals for the purpose of drawing Eight of the ten prisoners who escapnot a little interesting to add notch
of each month at
ed from the Bernalillo county jail in
"Hundreds of experiments have
party, and its achievements in the censure upon the Range.
after notch to her beau stick.
- Hall
did
Masonic
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it,
shouldn't
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a
Wedwholesale
New
time
the
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made
and
They
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been
every
years.
jail delivery early
past
As Patricia thought over the stay
7.30.
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malice.
no
simwe
cherish
The
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but
have
and
results
produced.
Mexican knows that Messrs Bursum
nesday morning, are still at large,
of her young guest she recalled sevH. H. DORMAN,
nviibirotiAn frv Mo nhfltinmnnnn
the prospects for rounding them up
and Luna have many a time borne Range.
eral instances in which the young ,g
Master.
hot un ga ia be.
fte
ne not overly bright.
woman had flirted with the acknowl
down in the CHAS. E. LINNEY, Secretary.
Emiiiano Gallegos, one of the ten, the title of that certain tract of
beau of one of the town's own ing constantly generated
edged
was captured yesterday morning by land situated in the County of Santa
body of the petroleum and It rises to
girls.
Perhaps in fact as Patricia the surface in the form of minute bub- Santa Fe Chapter No.
Deputy Sheriff Fidel Apodaca in a Fe and Territory of New Mexico, recalled it all now, she was sure
1, R. A. M. Regular
bles. So very small are these bubbles
house in Alameda, nine miles north bounded and described as follows, that there were
many uneasy hearts since that
to the
visible
convocation second
are
scarcely
they
on
of Albuquerque.
mid
no
North
to
offered
the
the
la
by
say,
Gallegos
her departure.
naked eye. Millions of these wee bubMonday of each month
resistance. He is accused of stealing dle line of the Marquer and Padilla
"I'll have a party on February bles are
to the top all of the
at Masonic Hall at
a horse and buggy and is being held acequia which acequia was construct"
Patricia almost said time, whenrising
7:30 p. m.
the bubbles break and the
tc await the action of the grand jury ed by Bartolome Marque and Fran- It aloud.
JOHN H. WALKER,
is liberated, passing Into the air.
gas
he
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what
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a
which
a
of
Wednes-her
next
'
the
year
before
At the Elks' Theatre
charge
grand larceny.
cisco Padilla sometime
She closed the magazine with a
the gas and bubbles are so
"Both
H. P.
are
illusions
A
,
dozen
illusions.
Her
calls her
deputies are still in the year seventeen hundred and forty-fivebang and sat alert. "I'll ask all the very supersensitive to the tempera- ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
day night, Olga Nethersole, an actress
and her country
shattered
enough
line
quickly
middle
which
and
Albuquerque
or
surrounding
to
come
and
and
the
thereabouts,
beys
bury
girls
ture that even one's shadow cast for
whose standing requires no particular
mother love asserts itself in all its looking for the eight escapes who are runs in an easterly meandering course hatchet. We'll have a formal cere- a moment across them is affected.
Santa Fe Commandery
comment, is to pay her first visit to power.
She steals back to her home still at liberty. The officers are mak- to the intersection of the same with mony of it and " her cheeks glowed The
is lowered. WhenNo. 1, K. T. Regular
temperature
a
detailed
a
hunt for James Grimes a straight line running due North and as the plan unwound itself in her ever the substance
Liebler to see her child. Her husband finds ing
Santa Fe since becoming
poquickly
changes
conclave
fourth MonAs is usual, this Tier there and a reconciliation fol and Dennis Hart, United States pris- South from the middle line of the most brain "we'll
and sition the shadow remains until the
and Company star.
weai
powder
day in each month at
who
are
accused
of
oners,
a
done
will
the
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them
actress
The
have
lows.
robbing
novelty
splendid
separation
easterly source of the arroyo which is patches."
Masonic Hall at 7:30
rays again warm up that spot and the
of importance to reveal; this time both a world of good, the husband has postoftices at Belen and Fort Sumner. the southerly boundary of the Talaya
Suddenly her face clouded again shadowy outline slowly fades away.
p. m.
Grimes
and
is
Hart, it
said, were the Grant; and bounded on the East by and her eyes took on the reminiscent The 'freak shadow' may be seen for
in the books he
"The Redemption of Evelyn Vaudray," found consolation
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
a new and powerful drama by Henri used to despise his wife for reading, ringleaders in the delivery and were the said due North and South line shadow.
W. E. GRIFFIN Recorder.
only a very few seconds."
"
in
assisted
she
executhalf
aloud.
"But
ably
and
said,
planning
and
the wife has discovered the emptiness
from its intersection with the. middle
Bernstein, author of "The Thief,"
the break by Will Stevens, a "hop '
Then, as If fearing she would go
"Samson."
It has been adapted for of some of the qualities she wished for ing
The Story of Truthful Bill.
line the said
ancient
Santa Fe Lodge of
acequia back on an
nena.
she knew Inimpulse
our stage by no less a man than Louis in her husband.
Bill Flint was a mute,
to
of the
inglorious
No. 1, 14th
Perfection
the
line
middle
southerly
Hickson, the prisoner who escaped
tuitively was good, she rushed to her Edward Payson Weston, with a dash
Master of Technique.
N. Parker, author of "Pomander
Arroyo Chamisos; and bounded south- desk.
degree. Ancient and Acwith
the
and
who
gang,
surrendered
of the Wandering Jew, and, like
Parker has
Bernstein has a wide reputation as himself
Walk," and "Disraeli."
cepted Scottish Rite of
by the middle
at 6 o'clock Wednesday even- erly and
Sitting down, she wrote the first of George Washington, his veracity bat
It
a particular bent for adaption, and a master of dramatic technique.
Free Masonry meets on
did not leave the city limits while line of the said Arroyo ChamiBos from her invitations in almost breathless
ing,
ting was 1000. He was a Massachu- the third Monday of each month
was entrusted with the task of prep- would seem that in the present play, at
liberty, spending the time at his its inetrsection w'h tha said due haste. In it, she asked one George setts farm hand, but about once in at 7:30 o'clock in
the
he is not to be charged with theatrical wife's home.
aration of "L'Aiglon," Cyrano de
in
to
South
and
North
its
intersect
.ice
Hickson is charged
Washington to dress as George Washtwo or three years the wander Masonic Hall, south sideevening
of Plaza.
"Chantecler," and other im- trickery, his most obvious fault hither with deserting his wife and four
ion with the middie line of a certain ington, and come to her party to help every
small
would
would
hit him, he
lust
pack up Visiting Scotish Rite Masons are corancient highway, being the highway to bury the hatchet
portant French dramas for the Eng- to. In fact, its rugred simplicity, is children.
his old knapsack and disappear down
lish speaking stage.
urged as one of the play's most pleas
next westerly from the recent small
She folded, sealed and addressed the dusty road, for three, six, or some dially invited to attend.
S. SPITZ, 32
Of the new Bernstein piece very lit- ing attributes.
settlement known as Sunmount; and the note without so much as reread- times twelve months.
His last disBRIBE WAS OFFERED
Miss Nethersole will have a good
Its French
Venerable Master."
tle is said in advance.
IN SPRINGFIELD SALOON. bounded westerly by the middle line ing it. It seemed, when she stopped appearance had spanned eleven months
title is "La Bercail," which means, lit- company composed of partially Engof the said highway from its intersec for even an instant to think, such an to a day. It was September when he HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
Springfield, HI., March 24111 at tion with the middle une of the
Secretary.
erally, "The Fold," and it was produc- lish and partially American players.
Arroyo awful offense against her family returned, picked up a cutter and began
ed at the Gymnase in Paris with Ben Greet, distinguished for his pro ease and nervous, former State Sena- Chamisos to its intersection with the pride.
the corn.
to
reap
B. P. O. E.
duction of "Everymain" and his Shaks-peria- tor Daniel Hol3tlaw of Iuka, who has middle line of the said ancient ace
In due time she wrote the other In"Whar you bin, Bill?" asked the
great success,
Santa Fe Lodge No.
vitations and not a single one was farmer, who always took him back.
She is a woman of refinement and
company, represented Liebler confessed to having received $2,5000 quia.
from State Senator John Broderick of
460, B. P. O. E. holds
"Bin to Floridy," Bald Bill.
That the defendants be required to refused.
culture, married to a brute of a man and Company in the staging of the
its regular session on
"It looks as if every one was anxbusi"Walk all the way?"
who is totally absorbed in his
play, and personally superintended Chicago for his vote for William Lor-- set forth the nature of their claims
the second and fourth
"No," said Bill, "I can't honestly
A novelist appears upon the the production.
ness.
Walter Edwards, rimer for the United States Senate, in the premises; that the rights, titles ious to bury the hatchet," she thought,
was the chief witness'for the prosecu
Wednesday of each
and interests of all parties known and as she read an acceptance from one say I did. You see. 'bout ten miles
stage, and, much to the disgust of the Franklyn Roberts, Wallace Erskine,
tion in the circuit court against Bro,
whom she knew had south of Charleston a feller came along
month. Visiting brothunknown herein be determined by the young person
husband, he appears to understand his Margaret Campbell, Mrs. George
ers are invited and
Broderick, who is charged Decree of this Court, etc., as will strayed from the side of his sweet- in a waggin an' offered me a lift
Maude Hosford and Nellie Mal- derick.
wife, to sympatize with her in her
to worship at the shrine of her Couldn't seem to see why I should
welcome.
moods. A crisis is reached and the colm are the leading actors mention- with bribery, listened closely to the more fully appear by reference to the heart
A. J. FISCHER,
ef I didn't have to, an' he was
walk
young guest, Corinne.
testimony of Holstlaw and several complaint filed in this cause.
husband casts Ms wife adrift, giving ed for Mi3s Nethersole's support.
And
Exalted Ruler,
The great room of Patricia's home pretty insistent, like them southerners J. D. SENA,
times his face clouded and his Jaw set that unless
you enter your appearance was lighted with severe-lookinwhen they set out to be hospitable.
CoSecretary.
with a snap as the witness told how
A.
of
D.
13th
the
1911, lonial candlesticks with
by
May,
day
straight, un- So I had to climb In, an' I rode him
SIX LIVES STAKED
police. The letter is as follows : "Dear he had received the alleged bribe from judgment will be rendered against
shaded candles, when the Colonial quite a spell maybe two miles."
ON GAME OF SOLITAIRE. Jim: I am going to kill myself, my Broderick in the latter's saloon
in you by default.
dames began to arrive. Men in satin Everybody's Magazine.
wife and all the children.
I have Chicago. "I intended to vote for Lor-imG. VOLNEY HOWARD,
breeches with large buckled slippers
all the time if the opportunity
for Plaintiffs. and heavy white wig's soon talked
New York Mechanic Who Wanted to something pressing on my brain that
Attorney
Modernizing Jerusalem.
makes me want to kill them. I must offered," said Holtslaw, "and I was
Office and Postoffice Address, Santa sedately with dames in sheer white
David Yellin, a member of the mu
Kill His Family Has Disappeared.
I
when
was
do it. I can't help it. The only way surprised
told by Broder- Fe, New Meico.
fichus and voluminous skirts.
Man Was Despondent.
nicipality of Jerusalem, says that the
I keep from doing it is by
IN WITNESS
Patricia, herself, was a beautiful authorities In the holy city, are conplaying sol- ick that there was $2,500 for me in
WHEREOF, I have
New York, March' 24 Six lives
Independent Order of Beavers.
'
it."
I've been
itaire.
hereunto set my hand and the seal of young Martha Washington as she sidering the provision of an adequate
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, 1. O. B. holds
were staked on a game of solitaire time at home so I playing it all the
to
won't kill them,
greet her guests in the same water and the lnstallatoln of a modern its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
this Court at Santa Fe, New Mexico, stood
played by a despodnent mechanic at Now I am
HIGH SCHOOL NOTES.
costume she had worn on a night not system
of
in first and third Friday. Visiting Brothdrainage. People
going to play just one more
this 14th day of March, A. D., 1911.
street,
his home on West Fifty-sixt- h
so many years ago.
Jerusalem are beginning to realize that ers are always welcome.
game tonight and if I beat it, I won't
L.
EDWARD
SAFFORD,
Is
in
which
according to information
As the evening wore on, each male a greater influx of tourists, on whom
The teachers are meeting today to (SEAL)
kill
but if I don't make it,
EDWARD C. BURKE,
Clerk.
the hands of the New York police will."them,
guest was presented with a hatchet. the inhabitants principally depend for
draft a program for Arbor Day which
President
contold
was
The mechanic, who had laid
in
outside
can
that
today.
He
the
their livelihood,
only be expect C. J. XEIS,
is next Friday.
It is thought that
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
In
his plans carefully, it appears, for
and
flower
tubs
boxes ed If things are made comfortable for
servatory
many trees will be planted on this Department of the Interior.
Secretary.
the killing of his wife and children, DEMOCRATIC LEGISLATURE
hidden away were numbers corre- them by the provision of proper accom
day.
S.
U.
N.
M.
at
Office
Land
Santa
Fe,
KILLS
EIGHT
HOUR
BILL.
ones
on
to
to be followed by his own death, dis
the
the
and
ot
the
handles
sponding
modatlons,
paving
lighting
The High School has a baseball
March 17, 1911,
F. W. FARMER
of the hatchets. It was his duty, so the streets, the freeing of the city from
Denver, March 24 The men's eight-hou- club now and Thomas Closson is Its
appeared, and it is believed that he
Notice is hereby given that Lucian- - Patricia told each one, to seek
No. 2879.
Homestead
taclliof
and
the
travel
was
dust
bill
Improvement
killed in the Senate. captain while Harold
may have committed suicide.
The
Stephens Is its ita Ribera of Pecos, N. M., who, on proper girl and with her find the ties.
Brotherhood of American Yeoman.
missing man is Michael Cribben. He Senator Bellesfteld, the father of the manager.
March 11, 1904, made homestead en- number in the conservatory.
Meets Second and Fourth Thursdays,
Less TTlan crrtfe".
Togethwas seriously injured some time ago measure, made strenuous effort to seThe tennis courts are all but ready. try amended Dec. 2, 1910, No
were to bury the hatchet "Man wants but little here below,"
.
,,
.
er,
they
Delgadc's Hall.
in stopping a runaway and for some cure its passage, but it was voted a. euuu,
'
As prices go, we guess,
ueavy roner is needed on
for N 2 SW
Sec. 27, SE with whatever ceremony they found
H. Foreman C. G. Richie
to
he
time, according to his wife, has been down, 14 to 12. The bill provided for them. It is hoped to have these
the
has
Tbat
got
price
buy
NE
SE
section most fitting for the time and place.
and NE
Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy Farmer.
A darned sight less.
law for. men employed courts rolled soon, as tennis will soon 28, township 17 N., range 12 E., N. M.
Last Saturday he an eight-hou- r
acting peculiarly.
When every man had found a girl,
wrote a letter to a cousin which the in mines, smelters,
be
cement works,
popular.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten- Patricia sat alone In the
sitting
latter has just turned over to the blast furnaces and around coke ovens
The receipts from the entertain tion to make fina! five year proof, to room, the candles burned great
TIME TABLE ALL
Barely Possible.
to half their
ment given recently for the Athletic establish claim to the land above deman with
Even as the
One
size.
guest had not come
original
LOCAL TRAINS
Association were not very heavy but scribed, before
the bundle of manuscript turned to
and Receiver, and Patricia was the odd girl.
are the time tables
The
as the evening was greatly enjoyed TJ. S. land officeRegister
was
following
a
there
brief
Interview,
at Santa Fe, N. M.,
Presently a replica of George Wash- go, after
of the local railroads:
a gleam of triumph In his eye.
and the lecture of Dr. Frank H. H. on the 6th day of May 1911.
in
stood
the
He
had
doorway.
ington
"You don't have to publish my stuff Leave
Kooerts was highly interesting, the
Claimant names as witnesses:
entered, unannounced. His apologies
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 westboys and girls as well as teachers do
Crestino
Trinidad Apodaca.
Ribera, to Patricia covered his emotion as he If you don't want to," he said, "but
not regret their efforts.
Pablo Gonzales, Toriblo Gonzales, En- held her little hand In his own, let- by Jupiter, you can't keep me out of bound. No. 10 eastbound.
Dillman Kinsell and Edward Cart- - rique Ribera, all of Pecos, N. M.
Returning arrive iX Santa Fe 12:10
ting the soft lace of his sleeve fall the magazines!"
Spring is the season when the blood is weakest, and our systems least wright of the high school, are down
over
His excuse was his desire to
p. m.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
wear the same suit he had worn on a
responsive to the demands of nature. It is the rftne of fickle appetites, poor with a sick attack of German measles.
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, westNaturally.
digestion, lack of energy, bodily latigue, and man? other systemic disturb
A 8peclal Medicine
bound.
and his
remembered
both
Kidney
man
night
over
they
"That
to
there, talking
ances which warn us that we need a tonic.
A great tnanv so called tonics ITALIAN LODGE MEMBER
Ailments.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
dlffloulty In getting Into It
the policeman, is one of the
are mere nerve stimulants, often producing exhilarating effects, but acting
MURDERED INDENVER
p. m.
Patricia laughed to cover her owa
Many elderly people have found in
kind."
with decide., injury on the system later. If your system is weak and de7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and
Foley's Kidney Remedy a quick re- embarrassment
"You don't say so. He and the po-- .
pleted yoir' pan only tone it up by supplying an increased amount of nour m Denver, Colorado., March 24. A lief and permanent benefit, from kid9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound,
"And I've brought along the same Uceman seem very friendly."
ishment, and this can come only through, pure, rich blood. S. S. S. is the quarrel between two alleged agents ney and bladder ailments and from hatchet I carried that night ana forReturning arriv at Sana Fe 11:19
"That's nothing. He's an electrigreatest (5f all blood purifiers ; and it is the one medicine you can rely upon of an Italian secret organization re annoying urinary irregularities due got to bury," he said.
p. m.
cian."
to supply the system with the best tonic effects and at the same time thor sulted in the death of one from a pistol to
"The the others are scattered
D. & R. G. Ry.
advancing years. Isaac N. Regan,
oughly punfy the blood. Many people have put off using atonic until the wound and the arrest of the other on Fanner, Mo., says: "Foley's Kidney about the conservatory now, burying
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
Tame Affair.
and have paidVfor the a charge of murder. Although the po Remedy effected a complete cure in theirs," Patricia told him.
system became so weakened it could not resist disease,
Arrive 8: 35 P. m. from north.
JC -- .
ft 55 ft its nqfiira'a i aa!
HArrlpf.fr 1,'l'tVl a Ctlol 1 r.t .1 nKil i f if . .1 rir Clolrrtres
"Here is an account of a hotel fire
Then she explained all about her
lice worked hours they failed to throw my case and I want others t know ef
New Mexico Central Ry.- made
who
had
made entirely of healthful roots, herbs and barks. It tones up the stomach
out west."
frivolous young guest
on the, mystery.
any
Leave
7:30 a. m., connects with No.
light
It"
Phillipe
Capital
Pharmacy.
and digestion, aids and improves the appetite, and in every "way contributes
such a stir In the quiet little town by
"Any exciting particulars?"
34 east and 33 south and west
Dropolla, 30 yeaTs old, Is in Jail. An
to strong, roDust health, S. S. S. is tor sale at drug stores.
from their own
"No. It seems that there was no
the
boys
winning
tonlo C. Puro, an Italian journalist, is
If you want anything on earth try sweethearts.
Arrive S p. m., with connections
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO ATLANTA, CA.
young woman in pink silk pajamas
the victim.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
from No. 33 east; 34 south and west
the who had to be rescued."
"And
about
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Andrews Cash

CITY

that they had amicably settled the
matter and the case was dismissed.
Judge McFie is trying another land
case this afternoon that of Manuel
Burango vs. Francisco Esquibel who
are disputing the ownership of land
in Santa Cruz.

TOPICS

No. 4

M.

DESPERADOES
(Continued

FRIDAY, MARCH 24, 1911.
WORKED IN TRIO. tomorrow.

From Page One.J

-

Mr. Reingardt has lately or's residence on
Washington avenue.
built a score or more houses in the
The animal has a fine disposition
city.
but being held by a chain seemed to
on his nerves and this morning
get
PRIZE BULL DOG
"BOBBY'S" CLOSE CALL. he spied a window partly open and
made for it. His great strength eviassisted him in pulling the
Jumps Out of Window and Hangs dently
chair or box to which the chain was
From Chain When Rescued
By
attached to the side of the window
Fred Muller and N. King.
and out he jumped. But the chain
Only the promnr acrton nf m.j
was not long enough to let him reach
inajui
J red Muller and Captain Norman L. the
ground and there he dangled.
King saved the life of Bobby, the Soon his weight cut short his
wind
handsome and valuable prize bull dog and as he was
seemAd
what
coughina
of former Governor M. A. Otero this his last
cough, Major Muller and Cap- morning.
iain King happened to hear him and
It appears that the dog has been rushed to his assistance.
running around too much at random
A Mother's Safeguard?.
lately and Governor Otero decided to
Foley's Honey and Tar for tbV
put a chain on his collar. The gov- children. Is best and safest for ali- ernor is staying at the sanitarium but
coughs, colds, croup, whooping cough
Bobby spent last night at the govern- - Pharmacy.

tempted to hold up the jailer at Ogden,
and release Grimes, but the opportune
arrival of other officers spoilt that
plan and Miller himself was taken InINSPECTION OF IRRIGATION DAMS to
custody and turned over to the New
Mexico authorities.
X
(Continued From Page One.)
GARDEN
It is said that Grimes was staying
FLOWER SEEDS,
est of the public equally requires that
such inspection should be made and at a boarding house and might have
ONION
escaped detection had it not been
I have no hesitation in recommending
How About a nice fat hen for your that you put the proposed system in that one evening he grew thirsty and"
Dz.
Sunday dinner. F. Andrews.
operation and that you make arrange walked out for a bucket of beer which
Henckels Razors are to be had at ments or have some understanding he got, but he also was arrested.
GOEBELS.
with the various owners as to their
How They Did It.
For this locality you need plows proportionate payments of the cost. It
A man who has had a good deal of
that are specially suited; just this is- is mmcult to imagine that any one experience
ferreting out crime discould ever object to anything of the cussed thfi tnothniio
sue by the Santa Fe Hardware &
We
killed
kl
nco1
kind unless it were some dishonest; of safe blowers
ply Co. Read the ad.
"It ap
today
saying:
picked
contractor.
Marriage License A marriage
pears that Grimes, Hart and Miller
cense
THEY
was
ARE
FINE.
issued to Pedro Alarid,
Yours truly,
were modern
broiler,
as the poFRANK W. CLANCY,
aged 24, and Kathryn M. Hay, aged 22,
lice understand the term. They knew
the former of Santa Fe, and the latter
Attorney General. how to take off a door of a safe and
Dances Forbidden in School Houses. without
of Chicago.
ARRIVED--- A
making too much racket. I
Phone No. 4.
Phone No.4.
Santa Fe Trains Santa Fe train
Santa Fe, March 24, 1,911.
am informed that their process was
Xo. 3 from the east arrived an hour Mr. Hiram M. West, Sr.,
to soap the cracks of the door of the
ahead of time this noon because of
safe thus excluding air. They left
Moriarty, New Mex.
the lateness of train Xo. 10 from the Dear Sir With reference to the use but one little place at the ton
nf th
south, which arrived between 2 and of the public school for dances the su- safe, and into this they
squirted nitro3 p. m.
perintendent of "public . instruction has glycerine, using an atomizer of ex
Notice to Guild Members of the rillprt t"hnt tn Triati- nf tha fnof that tha quisite make. Some times as much
Guild of the Church of the Holy Faith law allows the use of the school house as half a pint would thus be shot
FOR YOUR EASTER OUTFIT
in
are requested to come to the church for certain purposes, by implication to the crevices of the door.
Tien
naiuruay as soon after 9 o'clock as its use for dances is forbidden.
they would attach a fuse and cover
possible to assist in getting ready for
the safe with a wet blanket, the lat
Yours Very respectfully,
A
Give
Bag
ai:nctay services.
ter being a safeguard against a loud
JAMES E. CLARK,
We Always have a large supply of Territorial
Public In- explosion. When the fuse had eaten
Superintendent
Could Be More
An
uaKery goods on hand, especially Satits way to the
struction.
there
This Is the the celebrated "Avery"
urdays. F. Andrews.
would be a dull thud and all was over.
Star Service Discontinued.
line, which
Heart
Beats
as
of Long Ago, a story
it may seem, these exnlo.
is very favorably known.
Washington. D. C. March 24. The Strange
for
of the fourteenth century. A
biograph special star service has been discon sions were not so loud as to wake
well told. The Elks tonight.
tinued between Taft, Guadalupe coun- many people and I am informed that
The stock consists of Steel and wood
at Belen when they blew open that
beam, in
Not
Line of
Stereopticon Lecture Tonight the ty, and La Lande, Curry county.
all
sizes.
a
man
safe,
was sleeping upstairs and
Christian Endeavor Society of the
Three Officers.
A dispatch from Washington states was undisturbed."
First Presbyterian church will give a
in Gold
Hollow
We also have a complete line of hand
that
New Mexico is allowed three offi
It is said, however, that one of the
lecture
stereopticon
entitled, "Darkest
cultivators,
cers
and
60 tooth drag harrows.
of
the National Guard to go to trio was upstairs at the moment the
Chicago and Her Waifs."
,
The lecis
ture will be illustrated by 100 lantern the maneuvers at San Diego, Califor explosion occurred, and pistol in
slides. Price of admission ten cents. nia. Arizona is given two officers. No hand was ready to put the
We have irrigating shovels and
GIVE US A CALL BEFORE BUYING.
sleeper
hoes, rakes,
officers are allowed for the maneu- asleep in case he was
Lecture will commence at 7:30.
aroused by the
spades, weeding hoes, and everything for the farmer
"Old Mexico" fresh tomatoes 21bs. vers at San Antonio, Texas, however. explosion.
and gardener. We have a good assortment
25c.
0ion sets 10c 'quart. Xice
at a
Manufacturing Jeweler.
wide range of prices.
TWO NEW COTTAGES
Winesap apples 5c lb. Everything the BIG OIL FIELD NEAR
RIO GRANDE VALLEY.
market affords in vegetables. F. AnWILL BE BUILT.
Crowther, Texas. March 24. The
drews.
oil
field in, the vicinity of Crow-- j One on Marcy Street
Hail While Sun Was Shining This great
and Another on
......
al.
New yor Ave
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock, hail com
6lllu CUB uave bed B
been
sunk
ready
gives
of
promise
Will Be Very Comfortable
menced to fall while the sun was shin
one of the greatest oil strikes so
ing
A omfraM
iiig. a phenomenon that generally oc
discovered in this state. For the
.fWarded to A- - RepDoff
&
curs only in summer time.
on
CO.
the T
a modern,
building
few days John Thomson of Que-- I,
m COttage on
Change of Program at the Elks to- - bee,
new
out-D- o
Marcy
f
be
Boston-of
the
Canada,
president
I he Spy," "Heart Rents
tween Washington avenue and Bart- nignt.
Tnv. r. r;i n uoi ai
.
ion, nas Deen in
.
..Married,
.
T.nn
you.
"nt..i that
it
locality and is understood that ieu street, to be erected by C. F. McZ to 37 That was the
. From
The cottage will be built of
iuuib uave ueen Kay.
.
fn
"i"s
?
... tc.m,1Q,.o,..
We Have
Opened Up Many Crates of New Hats average relative . cBieruay wasana74 the uiueieu ami mar a number of other brick and will be a bungalow. The Chickering Bros
humidity
ten months. They have hundreds of
per wells will be sunk in the near future. estimated cost is 3,000.
cent. The lowest temperature
This oil field is directly on the line of
satisfied customers in New Mexico
Marcy street seems to be budding Bush and Lane.
last night was 28 degrees. Theduring
pre- the new railroad which will be built forth as a
and Arizona.
Co.
residence
prominent
street,
cipitation for the 24 hours ending at from San Antonio to the Rio
A letter, a
Grande for trees are. being ordered for both Schiller.
telegram or a
6 a. m. today showed
a trace of rain valley.
to them regarding pianos, telephone
sides
of
Straw Hats, Panama Hats Felt Hat.
the street and the street will Victor
In all the Newest Yesterday was a cloudy ami cool day
prices and
terms will prove to prospective
MOTHER OF SECRETARY
be macadamized and rendered thorwith snow flurries.
piano
But the weather
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lin-dema- n
OF INTERIOR IS DEAD. oughly
cleared toward evening.
;
Milton and the World Famous Cecilian
Come in.
Shapes and Fancies.
Co. will meet
March 24. Mrs. Amanevery customer
A contract has also been let to A.
Interior PlayervPianos, and many more than half
Getting Sister Married the biggest daWashington,
of the Secretary of
way in making the
mother
Fisher,
other
Sheriff
in
makes.
a month. Don't mis it
Reingardt by
Closson for the
laughs
At the Interior Walter
a
of
...
purchase
piano a simple and
js.j ui erection of a modern seven-roo,,u,., ,j. wst,
This firm has purchased over siii
AiOilTl, uivu
uie C.1KS,
cotf1.nl.. - OI ner
business transaction, not one
son' Ur- Howard Fish- - tage on New York avenue.
It
will be car loads of pianos during the past
uuuui ana uncertainty.
Kpimenfo
Deat"
to a nervous built of brick, with all modern im- breakdown cas
LEARNARD-LINDEMAMM
by an accident a provements.
over some land
thl
The estimated cost is
-said to be about $3,000.
The Square Music Dealers ::
Albuquerque, N. M. :: Established 1900
Work begins on these two buildings
SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA
FE TRAIL CURIO CO
Santa Fe.

New
Mexico.
March 24, 1911. The weather
forecast is generally fair and
warmer tonight except snow in
northwest portion.
Saturday
fair and warmer.

Grocery and Bakery
and
SET5

Nice Fresh Eggs
25c
Fish Received Tuesdays &Thur sdays
are receiving
to order dry
poultry twice a week, try a hen,
or a turkey
spring,

JUST

F. Andrews

LARGE SHIPMENT

OF

PLOWS

Will

Vanity

In This Shipment are all 5izes Best
Adapted
To Use in This Locality

an Attractive Finish. What

Acceptable For

Gift

Easter

nitro-glycerin-

a Lady?

Only an Excellent
Bags But Everything
and Silver Ware Flat and
as Well
as Filigree Jewelry. Our Assortment
Non-Com-petiti- ve.

S.

SPITZ.

SANTA FE HARDWARE

your winter hats and put
something
and Attractive. Don't Let the Ladies
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The Cash Store
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Come
400 Strangers have just arrived from the various
woolen

'mills, and these strangers consist of a
snappy, fascinating
magnificent array of Spring and Summer Fabrics.
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400 Strangers
We would like to introduce
you to every one of them, so if
you will drop around one of these fine Spring
dajs at our
Informal Gathering, we feel sure that
you'll be pleased
to meet them.

in Town
"""

""

TrTrW'WlTlT' JIIIILlii

n'

"

Be true to your personal appearance
and leave your order for anew suit.
MONEY 5PENHERTINE IS A GUARANTEED INVESTMENT.

THE BIG
STORE.

NATHAN SALMON.

THE

BIC'!
"

STORE."--
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